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Lady Lakers wait too long to
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Tigers advance in All-A
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Local rally scheduled
to show support of troops
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Jury recommends
150 years for man
convicted Thursday
of child sex abuse

440,4At
f

MURRAY, KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORIA)
BI.AGOEV'GRAD, Bulgaria
This city's 80,000 people
already feel the pain of the Persian Gulf War and Soviet economic chaos, and they face a
ncw. pinch today when prices
double for hundreds of goods.
•••••1•01

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The
state Department for Health Services has adopted tighter rules
for the cooking and handling of
eggs in hopes of preventing
another outbreak of salmonella.
There were 79 reported cases of
salmonella in 1990, but health
department officials believe the
number if much higher. According to the federal Centers for
Disease Control, 73 percept of
the salmonella outbreaks that
can be
. traced are related to
eggs.

A Calloway County Circuit
Cour-t—fary--on—T-hufsilay- recom
mcnded a 150-year prison term for
a Dexter man convicted of sex
abuse crimes.
Thomas Franklin Wilder, 57,
will be sentenced Feb. 22 by Judge
David Buckingham after a two-day
trial ended with a conviction on
three counts of first degree
sodomy.
Wilder's conviction comes after
a boy, now 10, viewed a film at
school last March in his fourthgrade class on sex abuse and told
his teacher that he had been sexually abused; reports said.
The incidents were reported in
1988 and 1989.
Wilder's wife, Joyce Ann, is said
to be awaiting trial on a misdemeanor charge of not reporting the
crimes.
Wilder had been convicted of
child sex crimes in Ohio and Illinois before moving to Kentucky
according to reports.
Because of. the nature of the
crime, Wilder must sc,rve at least
half his term before being eligible
for parole.

Five finalists
DALLAS
competing for three U.S.'
Olympic Festivals made their
pitch for the games as the U.S.
Olympic Committee opened
four days of meetings.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The Federal Reserve Board today lowered its key bank lending rate
from 6.5 percent to 6.0 percent
in a move designed to push
interest rates lower and help the
economy climb out of recession.

50-CENTS

Measuring progress

Bush calls for
nation to join
him Sunday for
'Day of Prayer'
ISH
Associated Press Wrote,

Murray State .University worker Newell Hopkins.measures the diameters of trees in front cf Woods Hall
Thursday afternoon. The measurements, taken from trees.all over campus, will help the university inventory the number,size and species of all trees on campus.'Die inventory helps the university to "know what
we got and what we need," according to .physical . plant director Ed West. Pictured with a tree map of the
campus at left are Doris Scarbrough and Scott Morris.
Stiff phutr. by Mark

WASHINGTON —
Bush signaled through
and visitors Thursday he wvi't
be provoked into a fuN-scal.t•
land war by the Iraqi incurs:i,r,
into Saudi Arabia. He also
asked Americans to join him
Sunday in a national "Day of
Prayer'. for peace and _for
•
troops in battle.
Bush, addressing the anirla:
National Prayer breakfast
aucnded by political and diplomatic officials, asked that
Americans observe Sunday as
"a national day of prayer.. .
"I encourage all people of
faith to say a special prayer on
that day — a prayer for peat.e. a
prayer for the safety of tv..7
troops, a prayer for their farm
lies, a prayer for the inno,.r.'T
caught up in this war. ii•
praye; that, God will
bless the United
Ame.rica,- .Bush sa:

,.oper

Iraqis cross north of Khafji: bombers pound armor
By NEIL MacFAROUHAR
Associated Press Writer

SPOI(I'S

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 1, 1991

IN NORTHERN SAUDI
ARABIA — Iraqi armored units
crossed the frontier north of Khafji
again today and fought allied forces in tank and artillery duels. Iraqi
tanks, meanwhile, crossed into
Saudi Arabia about 50 miles west
of Khafji overnight and were

engaged by U.S. Marines.,
At the Pentagon. a military source said coalition air forces were
attacking "a significant enemy
force that is attempting to mass
itself north of the (Kuwait-Saudi)
border." The source, speaking on
condition of anonymity, provided
no figures
the size of the Iraqi
force. He said allied troops were
firing at "armored vehicles from a

fa

significar enemy force."
"They have kind, of done what
we were hoping they would eventually do," ne said. "At significant
force has come out from under its
bunkers to prepare to come south
to test allied defenses...We can dis-•
rupt this formation enormously."
Elsewhere, the French said their
Jaguars and Mirages targeted Iraq's
tough Republican Guards, and

Angel of mercy

Iran's official news agency
coalition warplanes bombed the
strategic southern city of Basra and
nearby towns until dawn today.
The allied air effort Was getting
some quiet assistance from Spain.
Despite political sensitivities, the
Madrid government is allowing
American B-52 bombers to use a
joint air base as a staging area for
raids on Iraq. Swish militar‘

.t:.
shipping executes sad the
was breaking up.
—imam it.

\

(COnt'd on page 2)

City school board approves
new 3-year insurance plan
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

FORECAST
Clear skies tonight. The lows
will range from 30 to 35. Winds
will be light from the south.
Sunny skies and mild temperatures Saturday. High around
60.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.3, +0.2 below 308.7, -1.1
' Barkley Lake
354.4, -0.1 below 315.1, -1.6

JNI)EX
One Section — 16 Pages
14, 15
Classifieds
14
Comics
13
Crosswords
7
Dear Abby
6
Horoscope
5-7
Murray Today
16
Obituaries
4
Perspective
10-12
Sports

ea

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

City, county and Murray-Calloway County Hospital officials have teamed up for the purchase of a new
$33,000 ambulance recently. A state grant totalling approximately $16,766 will go towards the purchase
and both the city and county will contribute $5,000 each with the hospital contributing the difference.
Pictured from left are director of ambulance services Jerry Gorrell, Calloway County Judge-Executive
George Weaks, Murray Mayor Bill Cherry and MCCH administrator Stuart Poston.
Stall pboto by Mark Cooper

the noard s main
The Murray Indepandent Schoo]
Board decided that there's safety In
numbers Thursday in special ses,
I)... .
sion, approving a three-year insurance plan for the system.
The board decided to accept a Lover.i.„.e
bid from the Kentucky School cies
Board Insurance Trust (KSBIT), an ohtaih
state-approved insurance group
which currently insures 90 other
Since KSBIT
Kentucky school systems.
over
dlied policy to systems
The board received four bids for state, its earthquake plan dJes
the insurance coverage. The bid
allow for Murray's proxin,'H,.., tht:
from KSBIT, at $22,201 annually. New Madrid Fault.
was the lowest of the - four. CoverJones said, however, that
age will begin on Feb. 10 and last KSBIT's earthquake cxer,ti,.tt.'
until 1994.
should be adequate for he sstLirt.
The KSBIT policy was chosen. .and other aid will be readily
over others submitted because the
able should an earthquake dam,14:t'
bid met all specifications laid down school property.
by the board and because it was the
Earthquake coverage under the
low bid, according to SuperintenKSBIT
plan includes $100 million
dent Dr. Paul Jones.
for
all
statewide systems in the
''It offered everything we were
looking for," Jones said.
program, ensuring that Murray
The policy will cover fires,
would recover a large share of its
earthquakes, accidents and other
damages in the event of an
mishaps 21 all four of the system's
earthquake.

Center offers support to parents of exceptional children
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Lactase& Times Staff Wrfter

The Murray Independent School
System has established a Parent
Educator Resource Training Center
to better serve the needs of parents
of exceptional children.

-

Inc center was set up to help
parents understand what it is they
can do to help their children,
understand their children, and work
with the school in receiving the
best education they can get," said
Cindy Clemson, a special education
and resource teacher for Murray

Schools and one of the two persons
currently staffing the center.
The other staff member is Kay
Travis, the parent of a child who
has been identified as having a
learning disability.
When the Murray School System
received state funding to set up the

center, the grant specified that the
program would consist of a "professional component" and a "parent
component."
As the parent component of the
center. Travis helps other parents
cope with having a handicapped
child.

"It helps if parents have another
person, particularly another parent,
where they can express their concerns and the fears that they're
going through," Travis said.
"A parent needs to understand
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Governor: nominees to state school board
had to meet 'very rigid set of standards'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says his
'nominees to a new state school
board had to meet "a very rigid set
of standards."
But he did not complain about a
legislative confirmation process
that has so far eliminated three of
the II candidates. Wilkinson said
he hoped to have replacement nominations before the end of the General Assembly's special session.
The state Senate confirmed eight
nominees Thursday and rejected
one. Two others withdrew their
names on Wednesday after being
told confirmation was unlikely.
The House conducted separate
confirmation hearings before ;Is
Education Committee and will vote
,r,e.v: week The committee rejeL. te,'.
• one nominee Thursday.
Some legislators questioned the
abilities of the people Wilkinson
wanted to put on a board - that
arguahly will be the Most important
:n state gosernment. It will oversee

Iraqis cross...
(Cont'd from page 1)
S. officials said Iraq „
crawly leaked the slick, the
ever at an estimated 460
gallons.
In the Iraqi attack 50 miles V:si
o:
three Iraqi tanks were
reported destroyed Thursday by.
elements of the 1st Marine ay Sion. pool reporters said.. The Marines called in air strikes and artillery support against the Iraqi forces
on the Kuwait side of the border.
No U.S. casualties were reported
the battle, which came in the same
area where 11 Marines were k.,:ed
Tuesday' nigh: and Wednesday dar:ng skirmishing with Iraqis
a..,ring Ttrsday
Jig a
. .
ing (vegan
Iraqi

,f.:C7

tar.,

implementation of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act,
which restructured Kentucky's
school system.
"We put nominees through what
we feel is a very rigid set of standards and qualifications," Wilkinson said. But, "it's just very difficult to know about all of the satellite issues that come up.''
The Senate refused to confirm
Bowling Green attorney David F.
Broderick.
Broderick, who watched from a
seat in the Senate gallery, said he
was blackballed by the Senate's
.ontrolling Democrats at the insistence of Sen. Nick Kafoglis.
Row
Green.
•• Nick and I have never been in
the same political faction..•
Broderick said. Kafoglis said
Broderick was unqualified.
The House is expected to vote on
nominees next week. Its Education
Corr,mince. „which held confirma:on hearings. recommended that
nu: a more concose damage av•ses.s
men: was not immediately
Js
Fightin raged today north- of
the beach town turned battlegrond Khafji has changed
-.ands twice in as many days. The
.-aLis overran it Wednesday and
apture4 most of a on
•
foday. Saadi and Qatar; units
drifought to ferret out Iraqi
ven ba,k :o the city's northern
tringes t S Mannes on Khal:ils
tolC, th,s
sou:fiern
morh,ng that right:r4
!NC
r. Khafn and r.b.e nre' to the north
NI
arti!:ery .4 :re was
.w,th allied air strikes.
Wanoses said the road between
the :own and Iraqi -occupied
Kuv, a.: was still open.
I he s:reels ot Khafil, whose
res:en:s'f led in the war's opening
days._ were lne.red with booby •
traps and bodies Soviet-built

Saud; Ara:-H..
der town_ of .
!starine pilots reported >cc..
-numerous secondary explosior..•

one be rejected.
Wilkinson said he hoped to make
replacement nominations before the
end of the General Assembly's special session.
- In the Senate, Bowling Green
attorney. David F. Broderick
watched from a seat in the gallery
as his nomination was rejected. He
blamed Democratic factional

Rally slated
Saturday for
troop support
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & 'lima* Staff Writer

Some Murray residents arc tired
of seeing war protest rallies on the
evening news and have decided to
do something about it.
•
Saturday, another rally will be
c_arlo
held — this one in favor of the
troops overseas and. U.S. involvement in the Gulf war.
Kay Travis (len) and Cindy Clemson discuss the upcoming workshops
A large turnout is expected for
sponsored by the new Parent Educator Resource Training Center
recently established by the Murray Independent School System. the rally and parade, according to
organizers, who said they feel most
Clemson and Travis staff the center, which ww established to better
of the local opinion goes in favor
sArve the needs of parents of exceptional children. The center is
of the war and especially for the
located in the Murray Middle School and is open on Tuesdays and
troops.
Thursdays.

The Senate did not vote on Josephine Richardson of Whitesburg or
Betty W. Porter of Mount
Washington because they withdrew
their names on Wednesday.
Those confirmed by the Senate
were:, Jane Joplin Evans, Somerset,
Gary-L. Stewart, Louisville, Joseph
W. Kelly. Frankfort: T. Craig True.
Fort Thomas. Deborah Morrow,
Madisonville, Samuel Robinson,
Louisville. John A. Williams.
Paducah, and Frieda Vanoy,
Liberty.
Mrs. Vanoy, a retired librarian (Cont'd from page I)
they are dealing with
who was one of Wilkinson's teachLnc
when they are first told they have a
ers in Casey County, had been
handicapped child. I did not have
questioned at her hearing about a
St'e- C 1.1.1411M--4.0414—j_l h.• tnciia of ,134v4ig a rosource
dot:
school that was never accredited. center when my son was identified.
East Coast University of Dade
It's like I had to struggle through
City. Fla., was closed by court this alone or seek other advocates.
order in 1973. The doctorate was support groups." she said.
Travis has been involved in
no: mentioned in the Senate during
Thursday's voting, but it was
advocacy work several years for
raised again as an issue in the
persons with learning disabilities.
House Education Committee
She is currently the treasurer for
meeting.
the Kentucky Learning Disabilities
Associat:rgi and has been involved,
Committee Chairman Roger
with some work with the Kentucky
Noe, D-Harlan, voted against her,
Coalition for the fiandiappped.
but a resolution to recommend confirmation was approved 15-4.
Clemson and Travis want input
The new school board "is the
from parents regarding their special
Lornerstone
of education
needs associated with parenting a
reform.- Noe said. The perception
handicapped child.
that a board member "has, perhaps
They sent out urveys this week
unwittin0. misrepresented their
to parents of children in the Murray
credentials casts a pall on educaSchool System who have been
tion reform.''
diagnosed as having learning disaPeople who know what it means
bilities. About 125 surveys were
to hold a doctorate "will look at us
mailed. These surveys ask parents
as a bunch of yahoos who really
what information that they would
didn't take this as seriously as we
like to rece:ve from the center. It
also asks them when they will be
should have,- Noe said.
Rep. Louie Mack. 1)-Lexington. 'available to attend training workdefended Vanoy as haying "a rich shops and seminars sponsored by
the center
background of experience.'
A series of Workshops .A:11 be
''I feel very comfortable with
this nominee. I think it wfbcla offered to parents to provide information and training in particular
bridi:',.• between the past and pre!Cel 1 need for
areas in No b;Lh
Mack s.
.support. Understanding special
education. behavior management. ,
transition. and guarWanshp are- a
few topics-the center hopes to oiler
in workshops to interested parents.
The first workshop has been
;- art of
scheduled f

Center offers...

SUPER SATURDAY

Malfunctioning
furnace suspected
cause of Marshall
blaze that killed 3

ONE OF THE
GREATEST TOOLS
FOR SAVING
THE ENVIRONMENT.

Fire investigators believe that an
overheating furnace may have been
the cause of a fire Thursday that
claimed the lives of a mother and
her two children. according to a
published report.
Investigators said an electrical
furnace may have malfunctioned,
pumping very hot air into the doublewide trailer's metal ductwork,
according to the report.
The hot ductwork likely ignited
joists and subfloor materials,
according to the report.

FEBRUAly 2 9:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M.
FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN

30% OFF

3D% OFF

All Dockers' Casual Separates

USA Olympic' Fleece Separates

30% OFF

30% OFF

All Denim Jeans for Juniors.
Misses & Special Sizes

Yby
Roeuando ry.eikI
r zoSnhai ,t
r-,s
City Streets'

30% OFF

30°' OFF

All Coordinates by Garland'
and Jacqueline Ferrar

Men's Sportshits by Fox'.
St. Johns Bay"', Par 4'

30% OFF
All Hunt Club' Separates

OFF

30%
All Bras

3oc

Read.
Then recycle.

30% OFF
All Fiaggar Suited Separates

30°" OFF

A Hartford, Ky. man lost his life
in a one-vehicle-accident Thursday
on the Western Kentucky Parkway
near Eddyville, according to a
repoit from the Kentucky State
Police.
Ray Thomas Maden, 71, was
pronounced dead at the scene after
his eastbound 1990 Chevrolet pickup truck crossed the median,
crossed the westbound lanes of the
interstate, hit and jumped a guardrail, traveled down an embankment and overturned, police said.
The ace ient occurred approximately .5 miles east of 1-24 sometime before 5 a.m., police said.
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WiHardboard Siding
1111 Car (1h20)
$2480
2 Car (18x20)
$3,180
Urge 2 ear (22Z) $3,480
21h Car (2444)
$3,780
Large 2'h Car (2440) $4,180

WNinyi Siding &
Overhang Covered
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$2,88
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$3,580
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2112 Cs (24124)
$4,033
Large 21
/
2 Car (2440) $4,680
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One killed after
truck runs off
Parkway Thursday

COMPLETELY ERECTED, INCLUDING CONCRETE FLOOR!
WE BUILD ANYWHERE! CARPENTER BUILT! NOT PRE-FABS

30 OFF

Chestnut Hills Murray

Several local dignitaries. including Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, are
expected to speak at the rally. U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard was asked to
attend and Murray State Univerity
President Dr. Ronald Kurth said he
will also try to make it, Winchester
said.
Winchester said whatever a person's feelings about the war, rallies
like this one are needed to show.
servicemen in the Persian Gulf that
they are supported.
"I feel like (war protesters) have
the right to protest. but not right
now." Winchester said. "We have
servicemen dying right now for our
freedom and we need to stand
behind them."
In a related announcement, several Calloway and Marshall county
businesses have joined to provide .
residents drop off points for donations of personal necessary- items
for U.S. troops in the Gulf.
The items, which are shipped
overseas from Fort Campbell each
week, can be left at WBLN Radio
station, Kmart and Kroger's in
Murray, Wal-Mart and. Rodney's
IGA in Benton and King Brothers
in Benton and Draffenville, according to reports.
Residents have been urged not to
mail personal packages to the nien
in Desert Storm. Also any white
items should not be included /ri the
items donated.
Items that can be used include:
disposable razors, baby wipes.
Gatoraid mix, sun lotion. Q-Tips,
double A and D site batteries. colored toilet paper, non-aerosol deodorants, feminine sanitary itesm.
liquid laundry detergent, shampoo.
tooth brushes, tooth paste and
shaving cream.

CALL COLLECT (502) 674-5893

FOR BOYS & GIRLS
OFF
30% OFF
All Casual Pants

The Power To Overcome

"Stores are pretty well sold out
of (American) flags," according to
Hal Winchester. "Everyone's getting ready to bring 'em and hold
'em and march in the parade."
Supporters will gather at the
Northsidc Shopping Center at I()
a.m. Saturday. A march down
Chestnut and Fourth sLrecb to the
Calloway County Courthouse will
follow.

BUILDERS
TRI STATE GARAGE
Melber, Kentucky

Men's Dress Shoes

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-530
Phone 759-1400
Salon HoursMon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

U

1

30% OFF

'• ••• fir

Give the power to overcome. Support Easter Seals,

30: OFF

All Knit & Woven Tops

month, Clemson said, but they cannot schedule the workshop- until
they receive the surveys back from
the parents.
These workshops will focus on
the needs of elementary, middle
school, and high school students
with learning disabilities. One
workshop will he scheduled in the
spring for parents of high school
students who will be graduating
soon.
"This workshop will address
how parents can deal with their
children after they graduate,"
Clemson said. "Their children have
been in a public school where people have been working very hard to
get them through the school system. Now what? We're identifying
what resources there are in the
community to help them after they
graduate."
The Murray School System has
always felt like pa'rents have been
-partners in education," Clemson
said. Establishing the center was
Just another way to involve parents
in the education of their children.
she said.
The center, which has its office
in the Murray Middle School, has
been open for about two weeks. It
is supplied with a variety of free
materials and information which
parents will be able to take home.
The center is open Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Also, parents may arrange for individa.al appointments if these days
are inconvenient to their schedules.
Although. parents may now leave
messages for ClemsOn- and TraYis
by calling the Middle-.'Schoo! at
751-.5125, the center will s(xin he
equipped with its own telephone
and answering machine.

GIVE US A CALL TO SET UP A TIME TO SEE OUR DISPLAY

WeRnakeignalurenurnadarunne

It

Kentucky Senate

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Witnesses subpoenaed for Burnette trial

or
port

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
attorney for jailed Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnette requested subpoenas for 16
people to appear at the impeachment trial scheduled to begin in the
state Senate on Tuesday.
Most of the people to be summoned had testified during the

Franklin Circuit Court trial that
ended with Bumette's conviction
on a felony theft by unlawful taking charge in January 1990. Burnette is now serving the one-year
sentence he received.
There remains a question
whether any of the witnesses Burmite has subpoenaed will be allow -

of writ.q

s are tired
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Smoking deaths top 400,000 yearly
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Associat•d Press Writer

ATLANTA ----- More Americans are quitting smoking, and more are
dying — now more than 400,000 a year -- as the habits of the 1950s and
'60s take an increasing toll, federal health officials said Thursday.
The national Centers for Disease Control reported that 434,175 Americans died from smoking in 1988, up 11 percent from the 390,000 deaths
attributed to smoking in a 1985 study.
Those numbers reflect a steady, deadly trend, CDC researchers said.
Back in 1965, the calculated toll from smoking deaths was 188,000.
"The problem is, we are now paying for what happened 20, 30 years
ago, when large numbers of people smoked in large amounts," said Dr.
William Roper, director of the Atlanta-based CDC.
"Even though the percentage of Americans now smoking is lower than
in the past, the burden of the past practice is coming clear."
That burden includes more than 100,000 annual deaths from lung
cancer, the leading cause of smoking-related deaths, Roper noted. The
CDC reported 111.985 smoking-related lung cancer deaths for 1988, up
from 106,000 in 1985 and 38,100 in 1965.
"It takes 10, 20 years for the cancer caused by smoking to result," he
said.
Smoking also resulted in 48,896 other cancer deaths, such as mouth
cancers and pancreatic cancer, in 1988; 201,002 deaths from cardiovascular diseases such as heart disease and arterial disease; and 82,857 deaths
from respiratory diseases such as bronchitis and emphysema, among other
causes.
The CDC iilso said 3,825 Americans died from lung cancer caused by
others' smoking, or passive smoke. But the CDC's statistical formulas do
not yet include passive smoking deaths from heart diseases, which a
recent study estimated at 37,000 a year.
Roper said health officials hope the increasing death toll from smoking
will turn around, give recent trends toward stopping smoking.
CDC researchers estimate that about 29 percent of Americans smoke,
down from 30 percent in 1985 and 40 percent in 1964, the year of the
landmark surgeon general's warning against smoking.
"We've seen a reduction in smoking percentages for several years now,
and 1 hope that by the year 2000 ... we're going to begin to see a decline
in actual numbers of smoking-attributahle illnesses and deaths," Roper
said.

"But that's heavily dependent on behavior patterns right now. and
anxious to get the message especially to young people, young
-women, who tend .to be The largest percentage smokers."
CDC surveys show that women are slower to .give up the habit than
men and that Americans younger than 44 smoke .more'than older people..
The CDC also said the 1988 death rate attributable to smoking was 12
percent higher for blacks than Jor whites.
To attain its calculation of smoking-related deaths, the CDC uses formulas taking into account the numbers of deaths from a given disease and
the relative risks of death from that disease for current smokers and former smokers.
For example, CDC researchers say smokers are 22 times more likely
than non-smokers to 'die of lung cancer and 10 times more likely to die
from bronchitis or emphysema.
Roper said that although the death toll continues to climb from previous
years of smoking, heavy smokers can still improve their chances if they
kick the habit.
"It's never too late to quit," he said. "People at whatever age — 25 or
85
will benefit themselves from stopping smoking."
We're

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"There is no more certain sign of a
narrow mind, ofstupidity, and of arrogance, than to stand aloof from
those who think differently from
LIS "
Walter Savage Landor

BOBBY WOLFF

2-I-A
NORTH
4A Q 98
V6
•10 6
4 J 10 9 7 5 2
WEST
EAST
•J 10 5
•K 6 3 2
V 97 42
Q J 10 5 3
•Q 7 5
•8 2
•Q 3
•A 84
SOUTH
•7 4
•A K 8
•A K J 9 4 3
•K6

What's the best way to develop a
ninth trick in today's layout? If
you're not prepared to explore unfamiliar territory, you're not the favorite to succeed.
A typical plan is to win the first
heart and finesse to dummy's spade
queen. If this holds, South needs
only five diamond tricks to cinch Vulnerable. Both
nine tricks. Unfortunately the fi- Dealer: South
nesse loses and a heart comes back. The bidding:
When the diamond finesse loses,
North East
South West
South wins only five tricks.
Pass
1
Pass
14
•
It won't help to finesse deeply in
Pass
3 NT
All pass
2 NT
spades at trick two. If dummy's
spade eight drives out the king
(West's splitting his honors doesn't
Opening lead Heart queen
change things). South can win three
BID WITH THE ACES
spade tricks but he still cannot get
nine winners before the defenders
2IB
get five
South holds
The best chance for South is to
•K 6 3 2
play imaginatively and confidently.
•
974 2
At trick two, he should plant his club
•8 2
king firmly on the table. This play is
4A 8 4
virtually sure to work when neither
defender has both the ace and the
North South
queen, and it may even work if the 1 •
honors are not split. After the club
king wins, South switches to dia- ANSWER: One heart. With two
monds and cinches his game against four-card majors. bid up the line in
any distribution.
response to a minor-suit opening.
What if a stodgy defender wins
the club king? Then South can suc- Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
ceed if he's lucky enough to find the stamped
envelope for repty
diamond queen onside.
Copyright 1991 Coded Feature Syndicate

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

•

ed to testify. The subpoenas were
requested Thursday.
A pre-trial conference scheduled
for Monday will likely determine
the extent of evidence that will be
presented to the Senate, There is
strong sentiment among senators to
restrict testimony to Burnette's
conviction and the subsequent
Supreme Court ruling that upheld
it.
The House Impeachment Committee restricted its evidence to just
those items.
Among the people subpoenaed to
the Senate proceedings are the
Kentucky State Police detectives
who investigated the case, the prosecutor, Commonwealth's Attorney
Morris Burton of Franklin County
and several of the Agriculture
Department employees who testified on Bumette's behalf.
Also subpoenaed was Linda
Campbell, the woman Burnctte was
charged with placing on the Agriculture Department payroll before
she actually began working. Campbell was also convicted of theft and
sentenced to probation.

123rcttleployed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
A
19-member team from the Kentucky Air National Guard's 123rd
Tactical Hospital was deploying
this morning to England in support
of Operation Desert Storm, the
Kentucky Department of Military
Affairs announced Thursday.
The team of health-care providers was headed for Royal Air
Force, Bicester, a 500-bed hospital
near London.
A 24-member team from the unit
deployed earlier this week to Malcom Grow USAF Medical Center
at Andrews Air Force Base in
Maryland.
And a I2-person team of firefighters from the 123rd Civil Engineering Squadron that was mobilized Sunday has been deployed to
Scott Air Force Base in southern
Illinois, the department said.

John P. Tanner
charges reviewed
A
MAYFIELD., Ky. (AP)
county grand jury will review
drunken driying and manslaughter
charges filed against the son of a
Tennessee congressman, Graves
County Attorney Gayle Robbins
said Thursday.
The charges against John Portis
Tanner, 19, stem from a Dec. 14
car crash that killed Jason T.
Robinson, 20, of Hendersonville,
Tenn.
Tanner, the son of U.S. Rep.
John Tanner of Union City, Tenn.,
faces charges of second-degree
manslaughter, wantons endangerment and drunken driving, Robbift
said.
A judge in Graves County
decided Wednesday that a grand
jury should review the case. The
jury's next session begins Feb:' 11.
Robbins said.

N6,

see.4)
Among non-student initiates into Omicron Delta Kappa IODK) national leadership sodety at 1urr.,? State
University at the winter initiation service Sunday were Dr. Ronald J. Kurth (center), unkersity president, who
was the speaker for the service,and Dean Akridge of Fredonia, an alumnus and member of the board of regents.
Shown with them isfilaronda Dockery of Elizabethtown, president of the ODK circle on the campus. Three faculty
members -Dr. Luis Bartolucci, Dr. Mark Malinauskas and Dr. Robert ivIcGaughes III - were also initiated into
II

II I

1

1 1 1

initiated together in the history of the circle at NIurro State.

Mathieson tired of Scud missile threats
Greg Mathieson says he's getting
tired of the constant threat of scud
missile attacks from Iraq...so are
many other Americans you say? That
may be so, but the missile threat really
is keeping Mathieson up late at night.
Mathieson is a White House pool
photographer in Saudi . Arabia, who
phones in regular updates on the Gulf
war to WSJP-WBLN Radio in Murray. Station Manager Greg Delaney.
doesn't know from where Mathieson
calls, but it's close enough to missile
fire to be scary.
"Military' rules prohibit his telling
us his location," Delaney said.
mentioned being in and out of hunkers, the mood of the peoplc, the
danger in the air.
"He brings an interesting perspeL
tive. To my knowledge, we're the on
regional medium with a rep( specifically 'calling hack to us_

FMHA office to
close Wednesday
Thefarmers Home Administration
(FmHA) office located at 104 North
5th Street, v. ill be closed Wednesday.
Feb. 6, in order for the staff to attend
an out-of-town meeting. The office
will reopen at 8 a.m on Thursday,
Feb. 7.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza

A simple technique for cooking
ground meat reduces saturated
fat and cholesterol substantially:

FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP) — The
state Department for Health Services has adopted tighter rules for
the cooking and handling of'eggs
in hopes of preventing another outbreak of salmonella.
Restaurants may not use raw
eggs as ingredients in the preparation of uncooked, ready-to-eat
menu items such as Caesar salad,
hollandaise or bernaise sauce,
under the regulations that were
announced Thursday.
Pooling eggs is also prohibited
unless they are to be cooked immediately. Eggs that arc cracked and
used together must also be cooked
to an internal temperature of 140
degrees. Individual eggs must also
be thoroughly cooked unless otherwise ordered by a customer.
Eggs being held for service, such
as on buffet lines, must also he
maintained at 140 degrees.
An internal temperature of 45
degrees must be maintained being
stored for sale or use. The old
aegrees.

(beef, pork, lamb or poultry) with
2 to 4 cups of vegetable oil; cook

1: Mix 2 pounds of ground meat

Lo

s:

6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Daily
estaurant12th
&
Sycamore
r

over medium heat for 5 minutes
while stirring.

2: Raise heat until juices boil
and meat begins to brown: cook
for 5 minutes.

3: Pour meat and oil through
strainer; catch oil and broth in jar
or other heatproof container.

4: Pour 1 to 2 cups of boiling
water over meat in strainer:
drain into jae with broth and oil.

..0.10

5: Chill jar of liquids in
refrigerator for about an hour;
when fat solidifies, lift it off.

6: Defatted meat stock left in
jar can be concentrated by
boiling some of tne water off or
added directly to meat.

$45 to $60

QUANTUM" PERMS

.7: Use meat in spaghetti
sauce, tacos, soup, casserole,
stuffed peppers, chili, etc.

Ls-
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breokfast Special - Sat, & Sun
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 am.'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available
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Jump-starting the 'peace movement'

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Tea years ago
The reactivation of the fourlanrung of U.S. 641 (12th Street)
through Murray is the major Calloway County project listed in the
five-year state road plan just
released.
The home of James Hugh Burkeen was destroyed by fire
yesterday.
Dr. James W. Hammack Jr., professor of history at Murray State
University. has been elected to a
four-year term on Executive Council of Kentucky Historical Society.
Gil Hopson. Bill Phillips, Sue
Outland and Bob Hopkins are new
officers of Murray-Callow:ay County Senior Citizens.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Willard Ails was presented
a certificate of appreciation for her
four years Of volunteer work with
Kentucky Heart Association by
Robert A. Thornbury, executive
director
Kathy Berr, Susan 1-ance and
Sylvia Higginson, all of Murray.
are members of cast of Campus
Lights for 19-: at Murras S:a:c
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lovett
married for 50 years on ['eh h
Dr. James Thompson. professor
of economics at Murray State University, spoke at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Thirty pears ago
Ed Fenton received Jaycee D,s
unguished Service Award and Jim

s.,

oway

Back from the grave of obscurity
they come. from Daniel Ellsberg to
Ramsey Clark, chanting the same
tired slogans that sound like mantras in the mouths of some Near
East mystic.. They hope to reach a
crescendo with a "massive" nationwide protest next month.
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a simple test.' I started
with 72 points, each of which repretnted a year. Then each question
was worth plus or minus points or
years. I just added or subtracted as
I went along.
son-,e startling re,e
When I finished I looked at the
I was reading a L'oser
number. Then I looked for
final
• !,me magazine
instructions. Most quizzes
further
wasn't
st.,rv
itself
be
to multiply' by two or
you
tell
: • ••••s about the obsession for
I usually skip these quizze,
like that.
something
fitness that has become a
because I know the results IT:
But there were no further
American
advance. If you don't know if you
instructions. The final number was
rmnd reading about how: drink too much by the red of. your
it.
hails,
of people jog, whack
eyes. then you're probably too
"That can't be right," I told
e with exercise machines. shaky to take the quiz in the first
And I took the quiz again.
myself.
2-.speed hikes. and otherwise
place.
results were the same.
the
But
:7"::r1
5
5
5Ce7r:
5
••••7 77".. C'• e to
Bat the headline on the quiz in
According to the test. I died
Lls: 2,
2P•:7
lime had a title that make it
seven years ago.
•
impossible to ignore. It said: "How,
I couldn't believe it. I went to a
Long Will You Live?"'
co-worker and said: "I just took
That is an intriguing question. If. this test in Time magazine. It says
J. that answerto it, then
that I died seven years ago."
time to make plans for
nave
,„
•e
He nodded and said: "I'm not
seen tnem. 1 hey 're usu
For example. you
Do
som,etteng like:
surprised. You haven't looked well
a new' Mercedes-Beni,
-or "How
1
lately."
7
kno•Aing your children would be
- Are Y0',:
Hoping to show' that the test
stuck with paying it off. Or you
inaccurate results, I asked a
• ,7 •
gave
• :.7
cou,d stop slobbering on your
4 :.at.
1
\.•/
who doesn't drink, smoke.
friend
boss's shoes and tell him what you
get mad and stays in perfect
swear,
• ;:
- 7 id
rea..y think of him and his wife.
physical shape. to answer the quesSo I took the quiz, which conThe final figure was 82
tions.
sisted of about 30 questions in two
w•
)'ears
categories: personal facts and lifesdid you do?" my vice-free
ty e status
friend
it is. it says some
asked.
'Inc personal facts included
"I died seven years ago."
whether I lived in a city or small
Only the good die
"Nonsense.
points - You are a
the longes:ty 0! my grandpayoung."
naT.:py person and w..I
rents. health of my parents' marital
At first I was depressed. I've
• -ae'v jurr.;•• off a bridge soon " statas..and earnings.. The lifestyle
known that my lifestyle
•
Y
points
always
20
1,:r.
Or
questions had to do with how' much
by most physrecommended
isn't
a•: ;e:oably sound like a ,
I smoked, drank, exercised, slept,
but I didn't think the
instructors,
ed
weighed and whether I was easysituation was that serious. After all,
going or an aggressive, angry
I take vitamin pills and get regular
exercise by walking down
escalators.
And I know others who have the
same habits and have made it to
ripe, old ages. After .1 took the test,
I sought one of the oldsters out in
the nearby bar and asked him:
"Oldtimer, how long have you been
living this way?"
"As far back as I can remem'As mi ;-A is WE 111' Se me LI 414DIGir
ber," he cackled.
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A Mother's Prayer

Shell

Dear God. make my soldier son
strong -- strong to endure the heat.
the sand, the rain and the horrible
sights of war. .
Stand by him, 0 Lord. and help
him to be kind to those who serve
with him.
Help him to keep a clearttnking and A sane mind in a
0. old gone mad
Give him courage to do the
things he must do and to contribute
his full part toward returning the

Middle East.
Give him faith for tie.
strength to endure the present
Let him know, in his hear: wc
love him' and arc praying and
thinking of him and others there
each day.
0 Lord. J .44 hc Thy w„.. rep
him to complete his mission and
bring him and the others saf(es
-r&
home
s.Amen
Sincerely.
Stella M. Cavite
611 LiFollette Dr.
Murray. Ky. 42071'
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-Miirray Lodger.ik Times

-A Mother's Prayer
For Desert Storm

Reinhold Neibuhr accurately:
characterized their thinking: "There
are two ways of denying our
responsibilities to our fellow men.
There is the way of imperialism,
seeking to dominate them by our
power. The other is the way of isolationism, seeking to withdraw
from -Our responsibilities to them."
Freedom cannot be separated
from responsibility. Those who are
free but fail to act responsibly
when tyrants move against the
innocent cannot remain free for
long, because totalitarians will not
coexist with free people..
Conflict will remain a fact of
human existence because of a flaw
in the human character. The peace
movement doesn't understand that
because it Sees self-presevation.
rather than the preservation o.
ideas, as the highest good.

I looked .at his wrinkled, with
ered face, his frail, stooped shouiders, the liver spots on his hands.
and said: "To what do !,o.:
your remarkable old age?"
He said: "What the hell are it.
talking about? I'm only 18."
The joint does ha‘ c
lighting.
Now that the initial shock has
worn off, I don't feel as had ah(L;
the test results. In a was. I Led
them complimentary:.
For one thaw, I .took the les:
again,' basing the answers on the
condition I was in seven years ait.!••-s
Those results showed that I
wouldn't have died until last year
So that tells me something.
although I'm not sure what:
You can look at it this way:
must be a truly amazing physical
,specimen if • I'm in such awful
shape that I should have died seven
years ago, but I'm still walking
around today.
Nevertheless, there's a warning
in the test results, I guess. So I'm
going to immediately change some
of my bad habits.
By doing so, I can make a dramatic shift in the results and add
about 10 years.
For one thing, I lost three points
(or years) by answering "yes" to
the question: "Do you work behind
a desk?"
I'm going to add those three
years by moving out from behind
my desk and sitting on my sofa
when I write.
Also, I failed to pick up two
years by answering "no" to the
question: "Did any of your grandparents live to be 85?"
Actually, one grandfather would
have surely made it, but he died at
82 in a barroom brawl with a
sneaky young Greek who had a
knife hidden in his sleeve.
Finally, instead of losing three
points by being "intense, aggressive and easily angered," I'll gain
three by becoming "easygoing and
happy."
And I'll drink to that:

Today In History
l.01 IVII.I_E. Ky. (AP
H•,•7•_• are Thursday's se;-inning
7.,77.h...:rs selected by the Ken:.:.•:y Lottery Pick 3: 2-7-5.
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ILI:for's Note MiA e Royko in on
..ation While he's away, we arc
printink,' some of his favorite col,mnc This column first appeared
'• I 01

Writer responds
to a recent letter

in answer to the writers quest.,
1v1: son and :
abeu: rny
...-e od aDOL:: someone orgar.:z• is a rZ!s 'which included a ',Mg
:A cnt specificallv or.

The demonstrators arc constantly
referred to in the press as "antiwar," hut this is a serious misnomer. Everyone detests war. The difference is that most of us are willing to accept war if it is the only
way to protect our highest values.
These demonstrators see no values
worth fighting for.,
Some peace activists tell us that
"war never solves any-thing." That
will come as a surprise to those
who fought in World War II and to
the people of Nazi-occupied
Europe.
To be "anti-war" strips life of
true moral concerns and accepts a
view of man that denies the possibility of human evil. To acknowledge evil is to acknowledge goodness and the necessity' to oppose
evil's agenda, which seeks to
impose itself on the good.
lhe peace movement pretends

Among the many problems of
the "peace movement"- is its lack of
ideas. It is an arid philosophy,
devoid of content. As G.K. Chesterton noted, "The real point
against pacifism is that it is not a
cause at all, but only a weakening
of all causes. It does not announce
any aim; it only announces that it
will never use certain means in
pursuing any aim. It does not
define its goal: it only defines a
stopping place, beyond which
nobody must go in the search for
any. goal."
Michael Novak, a rabid anti-war
activist who wrote speeches for
George McGovern during the
VIvinam War..,LhaogLd his vie
when he saw the boat people and
the suffering of the Vietnamese
under communism. "If love
demands the defense of others
(such that a failure to defend them
can be a sin)," he writes, "both
love and iustice also command

self-defense. Peace is sometimes
unjust; war is sometimes morally:
imperative."
The peace movement is of base
in the Persian Gulf conflict. It
would tolerate the rape of Kuwait
and the killing of innocent Kuwaitis because "peace" is preferable to
fighting for an ideal.

Back from the dead

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor'
I write in response to Kathy
Lvor.s ietter in your paper.
Since the writer is an older
ar. tly her admission, she proh
_ ) member of my generation
a. generation of selfish, spoi:e.:.
,.t.:idren who did a great deal of
damage to this universe with the.:
'a:: • good do it'

The peace movement always
seize the moral high ground
by declaring itself against all war.
This time there's -a new twist.
Aware that the polls show overishelming support for President
Bush and the way he is handling
the peace movement says
is against the war - but for the
7ske try. hut it won't work.
an.! "he war go together
tries to

t•,:ses

-g
CO
11‘..•tai. e

that negotiation, not confrontation,
will produce the better world they
seek, but that presumes each side
has equally good intentions. What
to do when one side is good (or at
least not evil) and the other side is
evil incarnate, they never say.

The "peace movement," mon
bend since the Vietnam War, is
trying to jump-start itself over the
corr...., in the Persian Gulf.

Adams the Jaycee Key Man Award
at Bosses Night Dinner of Murray
Junior Chamber of Commerce held
at Kenlake Hotel.
Rob Smith is serving w:th :1 -th
Airborne Engineers at Fort
Campbell.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kuntz, Jan 18.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs Dor
Overhey • Jan. 30.
Young Eun Kim spoke and Stis,
Soch Hub sang at a meeting 0:
Murray Rotary Club at Slurray
Womar,'s Club House ThCs a7c
both students at Murray tine.; t
lege from Korea
Forty years ago
seet arid s.
rishc•s
fee yesterday and at e.gn:
Mu—as and Ca.'ow a (r::
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Today is Friday, Feb. 1, the 32nd day of 1991. There are 333 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 1, 1790, the U.S. Supreme Court convened for the first time, at
the Royal Exchange Building on Broad Street in New York. (However,
since only three of the six justices were present, the court recessed until
the next day.)
On this date:
In 1861, Texas voted to secede from the Union.
In 1862, the "Battle Hymn of the Republic," a poem by Julia Ward
Howe, was published in the Atlantic Monthly.
In 1893, Thomas A. Edison completed work on the world's first motion
picture studio, in West Orange, N.J.
In 1896, the opera "La BoneMe." by Giacomo PucCThi had its premier
in Turin, Italy.
Ten years ago: Poland's independbnt labor movement Solidarity called
off a nationwide one-hour warning strike intended to support private farmers demanding their own union.
Five years ago: Four thousand people gathered at the Kennedy Space
Center at Cape Canaveral, Flo., to bid farewell to the seven crew' members
v
of the space shuttle Challenger. ,
One year ago: East Ge'rmany's Communist premier, Hans Modrciw,
appealed for negotiations with West Germany to forge a "united
fatherland."
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Rcnata Tcbaldi is 69. Singer lion
Evcrly is 54. Actor Garrett Morris is 54. Actor Sherman Hemsley is 53.
Comedian Terry Jones is 49. Singer Rick James is 39. Princess Stephaele
of Monaco is 26. Lisa Marie Presley is 23.
Thought for Today: "It isn't what they say about you, it's what tley
whisper." -- Errol Flynn, American actor (1909-1959).
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Miss Sharlisa Leigh Ford and
Richard Myers Smotherman were
married in a fall wedding ceremony
at 6:30 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry M. Ford and Mr. and
Mrs. Max H. Smotherman, all of
Murray.
Ed Davis of Williams Chapel
Church of Christ officiated at the
double ring ceremony. Music was
by Miss Amanda Sims and Bart
Dawson, soloists, and Richard
Jones, pianist.
The altar was lighted with a
15-branch candelabrum flanked by
nine-branch candelabra, entwined
with silk ivy, rubrum lillies and
pink gypsophila. Two large
arrangements of anthiriums, red
roses, mini gladioli, rubrum
ming fern, and leather leaf were
used.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a white satin gown feaLuring a dipped Sabrina neckline.
The elongated basque bodice was
overlaid with reembroidered Alencon lace and accented with hand
sewn white pearls and iridescent
sequins. The long fitted sleeves had
detailed lace cut work and fell to a
point on the top of the hands. The
fitted sheath skirt was adorned with
a large bow at the back which fell
into the cathedral train featuring
lace insets and motifs with iridescent sequin overlays.
her 'Selena veil had sequin circles enhanced by pearl sprays and
ruffles. Her only jewelry were
dropped pearl and rhinestone carrings. She carried an all white bouquet of gardenias, stephanotis,
freesia, white roses and white pixies with accents of fresh greenery,
pearl sprays and ribbon white satin
loops.
Mrs. Jennifer Allen of Paris,
Tenn., sister of the bride, was matron of honor.— Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Gail Stubblefield of Murray,
sister of the groom, Miss Lonna
Furr of Louisville and Miss Debbie
Key of Murray.
They wore emerald green tealength taffeta gowns featuring
sweetheart necklines and velvet
bodices, matching shoes, and emerald earrings and emerald drop
necklaces. Each carried a hand tied
bouquet of rubrum lilies, burgundy
roses and white pixies with silk
ivy.
Miss Paige Hurt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Hurt of Benton, was
flower girl. She wore an emerald
green taffeta dress with Lulled overlay and lace accents. She carried a
white interlaced basket filled with
white silk petals.
The groom wore _a black full
dress tuxedo and had a boutonniere
of a white rose bud with stephanotis bloom and baby's breath.
Craig Darnell of Murray was
best man. Groomsmen were Greg
McReynolds and Bill Ed Murdock,
Murray, and James Bibb, Fort Jefferson Station, N.Y.

Jones and Clark vows said at church

Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Smotherman
Ushers were Kenny Stubblefield,
brother-in-law of the groom. and
Thomas Murdock, both of Murray.
Tyler Murdock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ed Murdock, was ring,
bearer.
The men attendants and fathers
of the couple wore black tuxedoes
with boutonnieres of single red
rose buds with baby's breath.
The mother of the bride wore a
teal two-piece dress of silk brocade. The groom's mother wore a
royal blue two-piece jacket dress
with matching satin tiim. tan carried a single red rose with baby's
breath and ribbon.
Mrs. Sharon Furches directed the
wedding and reception.
Presiding at the guecist register
was Mrs. Susan Like. Mrs. Ellie
Christopher distributed wedding
programs.
A reception followed at the Nlurray Woman's Club House.
oh
All tables were overlaid
Battenburg lace cloths w oh silver
and crystal appointments used. The
three-tiered bride's cake was decorated with 'Blies of the valley and
topped with fresh flowers and ribbon streamers flowing 40 the table.
The cake was encircled with fresh
flowers and leather leaf.
Serving were Mrs. Amy McReynolds, Mrs. Angie Murdock. Mrs.
Vicki White, Mrs. Julie Carraway,
Miss Michelle Alexander and Miss
Brooke Barker. Assisting were
Mrs. Faye Orr and Mrs. Clovis
Jones. Entertainment was hy
Richard Jones, pianist. After a honeymoon in Cancun.
Mexico, the new Mr. and Mrs.

Smothernian are 1,,r.s residifig on
P.:. 7. Murray,
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A bridal tea by Mavis Murdock,.
Jean Murdock, Betty Myers, Bonnie Jones and Anna Lou Jones at
:•kirth Branch. of Peoples Bank;
A personal shower by Ellie
Christopher, Susan Like, Sharon
Furches and Vicki White at the former's home;
A bridesmaids luncheon, hosted
by Sharon Furches. at Dumplin's.

Stomach pain should be diagnosed
By Peter H. Gull,

ulc X r IS t
(Uppl'r n series' of the stomach and
DEAR DR GOTT About one year small intestine will show an ulcer or a
ago, after a bout with severe stomach
hiatal hernia if either condition is
pain. I underwent a barium X-ray. present Nonetheless. these X-rays
stomach and upper GI series with can miss small ulcers 'and acute gas, negative findings. My dot-tor thinks trills, an inflammation of the stornmy problem may be mental, even ach lining
Therefore, before accepting the di
though I was diagnosed 20 years ago
with peptic disease. Do you agree, or agnosis of -nervous stomach- Istres
could this be my nerves causing the induced abdominal paint. you srhould
undiagnosed stomach pain?
be examined by a gastroenterologist
DEAR READER' Abdominal pain
who will perform tests to identify the
has many causes, including peptic dis- cause of your discomfort Such tests
ease (such as ulcers), hiatal hernia should include a blood analysis for
and gallstones. In some people. stress pancreatic inflammation, a gallbladcan lead to stomach pain because der ultrasound study to identify gallanxiety increases gastric contra('- stones, an abdominal ultrasound to ditions and the flow of stomach acid
agnose an aortic aneurysm the. ause
Ordinarily, the nature and pattern stretching Of the aorta. the large arof abdominal discomfort gives a clue tery in the abdomen:often causes abto the cause. For example, ulcer pain dommal palm. -and upper endoscopyis usually burning in quality. appears (when the specialist examines your
between meals, is confined to the up- esophagus. stomach and part of the
per abdomen and may be relieved by small intestine. using a flexible fiberdrinking milk or consuming antacids
optic instrument)
On the other hand, gallstones cause
If these tests are normal, the doctor
pain that is sharp and penetrating. may choose to prescribe a trial of
worsens after eating rich and greasy anti-spasmodic medicine. such as -Ia
foods. may radiate to the back or bray or Donnatal. to relieve your
right shoulder and can last for several symptoms Stress-induced stomach
hours.
pain often responds to this treatment

it, rologist
.tirll4
ga
may- dist i,Vf•I an unsuspected physical ailment that was not ey 'dent in the
X-ray studies, you had a year ago.
LI) 111. f'X p1.111111 ,r-Vt•rt• stomach
pain is not usually caused by nerves.
Keep looking for N physical reason for
your dim oinfort because appropriate
treatment depends on the cause
To give you more information. I am
sending you a rite copy of my Health
Physical
Report - Help I
ether readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 with their names
and addresses to 14) Boy- 91369.
Cleveland. OH 441111 3369 Be sure to
•.
mention the title
,

,

F

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D.

Miss Valerie Janesse Jones and
Darren Scott Clark were married in
a late Tall wedding at 5 p.m. in the
sanctuary of Hazel United Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.W. Jones of Hazel. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Scruggs and Mrs. Bula Jones and
the late Henry C. Jones, all of
Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Darrel Clark of Murray. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Addle Scott
and the late Calvin Scott of Lynn
Grove and Mrs. Sunshine Clark
and the late Otho Clark of Murray.
The Rev. Dan Leslie officiated at
the double ring ceremony. Music
was presented by Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist and soloist.
The altar was adorned with two
heart-shaped candelabra and a
I5-branch candelabrum surrounded
with fern, magnolia leaves and
silks in peach and teal. The archway was' draped with ivory tulle
and strings of pearls, accented with
a large peach satin heart with two
floating hearts in the center, and
with double hearts on each side.
Family pews were marked with
tulle bows and peach satin hearts
covered in pearls.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a gown of candlelight
satin and re-embroidered Chantilly
lace. The elongated bodice featured
a Sabrina neckline and Renaissance
inspired sleeves. A large candy-box
how and satin streamers accented
the back. Sequins and pearls were
applied to the bodice. Her veil with
a double layer of candlelight illusion to cover her face, was waist
length. The facial area was
accented with pearl sprays.
'I he bride 'carried a bouquet of
Peace roses with ivy and strands of
iridescent, pearls interspersed w:Al
poufs of ivory tulle. Her something
old was .a silver dollar in her birth
year given to her by her mother,
something new was a diamond ring
given to her by the groom; something borrowed.was pearl cascade
earrings from her' cousin, something blue was a saffire ring from a
friend.
Miss Johnna Jono, sister of the
bride, was maid of :honor. Miss
Cindy Edwards, ;:ouisin of the
bride', was bridesmaid..
They wore floor length dresses
- of peach satin and carried bouquets
of teal calla !lilies and peach roses
with pearls and'- rulle of peach.
Darrel Clark served as best man
for his son. Tony Cherry of Murray
was groomsMan.,Ushers were Brad
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Two. newborn admissions, dismissals and , one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Thursday, Jan. 31, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Peppers baby boy, parents, Tammy and Mark, 1105 Melrose, Paris,
Tenn.:
Cavanaugh baby 'girl, parents,
Carrie and Jim, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miss Dcbrah Lofton and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 101A, Kirksey.
Mrs. Donna Marie Burgle and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Benton;
Miss Mary Dowdy, Rt. 5, Box
1252, Murray; Mrs. Jean Teague,
Rt. 1, Box 324, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Young Balgavy, 385 Shore Dr.,
Cadiz;
Miss Amy Browne, Rt. 6, Box
302, Murray; Mrs. Tammi Hatley
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 384.
Camden, Tenn.;
Mrs, Linda McGill, RL 8, Hutchens, Apt. 4, Mayfield:. William
Bucy, Rt. 1, Box 135C, Buchanan.
Tenn.; Carlis Kelso, Rt, 1; Box 33,
Hazel;
Pail Lassiter, Rt. 4, Box 116,
Murray; Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
1513 Henry St., Murray; Mrs. Treva Pendergrass, Rt, 1, Farmington;
Tyler Slecter, Rt. 1, 'Box 211,

Moody, 812 Olive St., Murray
Leonard Carlton, Rt '
Farmington;
Mrs. Flora Jories, 214 North 13th
St., Murray, Charlie Lassiter, 1401
Story Ave., Murray,
Expiration
J.C. Henderson, 1210 Melrose.
Murray.
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Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

Mitzi Mt-Callon & Maryann Cathey

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
. . Deserve IV
• Call For An In-Home
Consultation
• Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Runt your movies • at the movies!
733.33141
10001 Che•tnut
Open Ii ..m to 10:.m

I lam.. al
1 -.14

All 4Iemaining Sale
Table Items Already
Reduced 50 to 75(1_
Take An Add'! 10% Off!

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.

Pier I 111111011

All Furniture
Storewide Reduced
20 to 50%, Take
An Add'! 10% Off

UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT ST...MON.-FRI. 9:004:00; SAT. 900-5:00; SUN. I:00-5:00
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-Coming community actizlitics arc announced
Friday, Feb. 1
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth SL will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora
Parents Night Out will he from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Buffet dinner, by reservation,
will be served from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at Murray Country' Club. Reservations were to be made by Thursday
by calling 753-8116 or 753-6W
Campus Lights will be at 8 p.m
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. For reservations or
information call 762-4288.
Open Horse Show, sponsored hy
New Providence Riding Club. A...
be at 7 p.m. at West Ken;ky
Livestock Show and Epos::.ii7.
Center Admission is S2.
-A..My Name is Allie wi.i
performed by Community Theater
at 8 p.m. preceded by dinner a: p.m.CUMS Center Ballroom
Murray State University For reser
sations and information ,a
Saturday, Feb. 2
Patriot 'Rally will start at North.
ode Shopping Center on Chestn,..:
Street at 10 a.m_ with program or,
square at 1030 a.m.

Saturday, Feb. 2
•
Independence United Methodist
Church. The public is invited.
-A...My Names is Alice" will be
presented at 8 p.m. preceded by
dinner at 7 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University.
For information call 759-1752.
Murray State University Rifle
Team vs. UT Martin and Middle
Tennessee at 8 a.m. in Room 230.
Stewart Stadium, MSU. Admission
is free.
Board of Regents of Murray
University will meet at Welk
Hal

Stale

Hunting and Fishing Seminar
t free) featuringplerry Maupin. Sha
ron Pierceall and Robert McKee as
speakers will start at I() a.m. a:
Kenlake State Park. For informa
tion ea;! 474-2211.
Temple Hill Lodge NO 276 Free
and AL\ epted Masons will meet
p m at lodge hall
Co,:pes Bridg,e with Pam and
Jerry Keity as flocs is scheduled ai
7 30 p m at Oaks Country Clut‘
Delta IN:par:mem of 'vlurray
meet '.()am
Woman's C...b
a: ft:n.7_7 s
presented

C.177:',.• I

;` 7: in Love:: Audit:- •
ri.ycrs;:y
!...rkey Snoot
be a: I p
1 egAir: Post 1`,
.„.:
-‘'N and A.-An.,n.

77,c;:
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Spaghetti supper will be served
:Is fund-raising event at 6 7' r7
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Give the gift of life...
plant a tree today.
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Saturday, Feb. 2
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to I I p.m For information call
'“-TEEN.

Miss Carol Renee Therrien and
Michael Lynn Brunn were married
in a candlelight, double ring ceremony on Saturday. Dec. 15. at
Goshen United Methodist Church
at Stella.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
and Mrs. Harold Therrien of Almo.
Association will sponsor a horse
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
show at 8 a.m. at West Kentucky
livestock Show and Exposition and Mrs. Alton Warren of Almo
and the late Mrs. Ginny Gordon of
Center Admission is free
British Columbia, Canada.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Annual Dance of Hearts by Dos Mrs. Mike Brunn of Benton. He is
et Square Western Square Dancing
Club will be at 8 p.m. at North the grandson of Mrs. Katherine
Stewart Elementary School on Flowers and the late J.A. Flowers
Highway 79 south of Clarksville at of Rcidland and Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Brunn of Paducah, and the
Dover, Tenn.
great-grandson of Mrs. C.E.
Sunday, Feb. 3
Nicholson of Reidland.
Four Rivers Music Friends will
The Rev. Susan Alsop-Atkinson
meet at 2 p.m. in annex of Callo- officiated at the ceremony.
fount) Public Library. All
Music was presented by Miss
iiierested persons are welcome and Amanda Sims. soloist, and Bart
:nformation call 753-6979.
Dawson, pianist.
The bride was given in marriage
Chili luncheon will be serYed at by her parents.
noon at South Pleasant Grove
She wore a formal gown of
ted Methodist Church
white satin and imported hand
clipped lace. The fitted bodice fea-\.fk and Al-Anon will haye
tured a Sabrina neckline and long
ed meetings at 4 p.m. at Amen- sheer sleeves with should accents
-1i. Legion Building, South- Sixth
of satin bands. Delicate strands of
and Map:e Streets. For information
pearl and 'crystal droplets enhanced
-59-4059 or 753-7663.
the bodice and sleeves. The full
skirt and attached chapel train were
Nar,ot.,s Anonymous will meet
edged in a wide border of imported
m. at St. John's Episcopal
hand-clipped lace. A cascade of
For information
ruffles accented the back of the
train.
ISh or 753-70-16
The bride wore a pearled head
band accented by pearled floral
Pray er-sapport seryice for farm and friends of troops involved sprays. A center back pouf and
fingertip veil of white silk illusion
Desert Storm .and Murray
I.
will he at 6 was attached. She carried a cascade
(;..tard
bouquet of red and white poinsetBoo,'. R0.7
tias accented with holly greenery
•
and . gold ribbons.
Mrs. Debbie Irvan, sister of the
Carnp, Lights 1.1.111 be presented
in lA)vett Auditorium. bride, was matron of honor. Bridesat :
1 p.m
maids were Miss Jody- Burkeen of
Murray State University.
• Alm), Miss Stephanie Lucas of
Wes; Kentucky Quarter Horse Nashville. Tenn., and Miss Lisa
ssoC:atio7. w,j sponsor
horse Edwards of Madison Heights.
Kentucks
41 5 4 ii.11
Mich.
and Expos .:,)::
. vesloLk
The attendants w'ore tea length
gowns of iridescent' emerald greerr
taffeta with black velvet bodices.
'[he fitted bodices were accented at
alst with emerald green Lille•
.: Aaistbands. Each attendant caran arm bouquet of white call-a
.!es and red poinSettiaS accentedSPECIAL NEEDS
holly greenery and gold
ADOPTION PROGRAM
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4
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SNAP

1-800-432-9346
%pew,v CABINET AIR IRMA* RESOURCES
Linda's

The Liring Tree, Inc.

Irt:n...p

WADE DRESSES FOR
44 ealdvti,s •Proms •Pageants

CL .101

A New Life Begins With Every Living Tree
P.O. Box 622 • Murray, KY
42071-0622

Complete line Of
Specialty Fabric
II )(EDO RENTAL

3edd:r.g hyvitatums,
Headpie(:es, etc
10 am cpril

(502) 753-6233

(502) 753-0721

247-5665
P,:n,car

We Are Now Open And
PToudly Introducing Our Weekend Specials!
•

Salad dressing
being recalled
because bottles
may be chipped

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lynn Brunn
Miss Beth Flowers, cousin of the
groom. was flower girl. She wore a
tea length white gown and carried a
hie basket of poinsettia petals
A1-1,11 she sprinkled in the aisle as
she preceded the bride to the altar.
1 he groom wore a formal black
tu+.edo .n.,ented by an emerald
green lie and cummerbund.
(-fins Bran::, brother of the
groom. was best man. Groomsmen
were Jeff Puckett of Benton, Tracy
Scot: of Murray and Jamie Flowers
of Reid:and. I ne also wore formal
bl,ak tuxedoes.
Ushers were Ronnie Pruitt of
Murray and Keith Harris of
Benton
MN ton - M-ai-his- of Murray
a!terided the gues: register. •
in the lli
•

t- Every Friday
& Saturday
'Starts at -4 p.m.)

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!
Saturday
Morning
Brunch Buffet
Sunday Noon
Buffet
Our Steaks
Are Huge

'Catfish fiddlers & steaks
"Baked Cod "Shrimp *Sea Strips $
*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

85

$845

*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole $
*Bacon 'Sausage !Biscuits & Gravy
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoe
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice

95

Frances Drake
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr 19)
/Pt
Your judgment continues to be
excellent about career matters and
SOU may devote some tune now IA) the
ompletion of a job-related project
Partnerships are highlighted tonight
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 201
You're both creative and practical
today and have the know-how to
combine these talents to your advantage You'll open doors now to a
better financial future
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
This is a good time to meet with
real estate people and financial
advisers A family discussion goes
very well Evening hours find you
adventurous and in pursuit of good

GLENVIEW. Ill. (AP) — Kraft
USA recalled some of its 8-ounce
salad dressings in the Southeast
because of chipped or cracked bottles, officials said Thursday.
They were being recalled in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, KentUcky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee and Virginia as well as
Washington, D.C.
Only Kraft regular and reduced
calorie dressings. and the Catalina
flavor of the company's non-fat
dressing, were involved. All of the
potentially defective bottles are
stamped with a code containing the
letter "A" and dated between May. CANCER
20 and Oct. 22.
(June 21 to July 22)
A chip or crack along the lip or
You're able to make headway now
neck of the bottle is visible to con- with domestic chores that you've
sumers when the cap is removed. been putting off. Others readily
The defect was caused by a bottle respond to your viewpoint. Agreesupplier's equipment malfunction.
ments are easily reached.
LEO
Fewer than one in '100,000 hot
tles could be affected, the company (.Jul 23 to Aug 22)
You'll come up with ways to
said.
improve inconw and status now.
No consumers have reported
finding defective bottles, but the Common sense is your ally in all you
undertake today Group meetings and
company is removing them as a get togethers with
friends are
precautionary measure, Kraft said. favored

OUR FAMOUS:

$g45
LF_____

When Excellent rood. Cartoons Swaim and a
Pleasant Canronment to line Is Ow Traitine.

ikoC4 pvuv
Fl.\E D1'.15(; REST AtIR.INT
Also Owners & Operators of Majestic of Mayfield.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Partiec. Receptions, Group Meetings.

641 S., MURRAY, KY,

ti
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*Roast Beef 'Turkey & Dressing $595
*Baked Ham "Six (6, Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers 'Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

14 OZ.
T-BONE

p ta I ity Room of University Branch
of Bank of Murray'. Mrs. Vicky
Geurm was in charge.
Serving were Mrs. Wanda
Edwards of Madison Heights,
Mich., and Mrs. Donna Hail and
Mrs. Gwen Pruitt of Murray.
Following a honeymoon trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., the new Mr. and
Mrs. Brunn will reside in Benton.
The groom's parents hosted a
rehearsal dinner at the church.
Other bridal events included an
evening cocktail party hosted by
the groom's aunts. Mrs. Jane'Flowers, Mrs. Kathy Anderson and Mrs.
Sophie Ford: a .shower hosted by
the bride's 'aualt, Mrs. Donna Hall
at het home: -and- art evening- show-,
er hosted by Goshen United
Methodist Church Women

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Therrien-Brunn vows solemnized

Jewelry . .
Appraisal Clime
February 4th, 5th & 6th
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
—One Day Service—

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Shopping Center
rum" 759-1141 e9

VIRG()
Aug 2:1 to Sept 22
Your.' motivated to achieve now
and are on the nght track to success.
Pleasure interests are ;also happily
highlighted today Creative work goes
v% ell
LIBRA
Sept 2:1 to uct 22
. You may want to catch up with
reading and correspondence now
('oncentration powers are good and
you'll achieve a lot of a mental nature.
SCORPIO
(1 wt. 23 to Nov 2I
A stimulating conversation with a
friend gives' you food for further
thought_ After a day of socializing,
you'll want some time later just for
yourself
SAGITfARRJS
(Nov 22 to De('_ 21)
You'll come up with some important new business ideas today. Talks
with higher-ups, and clients are
favored now Social activity is a must
for you tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're more confident today and
know what your next business move
should be. A meeting with an adviser
goes very well. A cultural interest
also appeals tO you now
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll have a private chat now that
bodes well for your financial future.
It's a good time for important monetary decisions.

de

A

PISCES
WOW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
This is a time when misunderstandings with others can easily be
straightened out. Get-togethers With
friends are favored, but family inter
ests predominate tonight
t
V.()
.`tN
1
14
interested in people and are empathetic 'You'd make a fine teaiiher and .a
wonderful counselor You work well
in partnership and are sensitive to the
needs of others You're willing to
work hard to achieve your goals and
are often found in an artistic career
You're diplomatic by nature and can
succeed in government service Birth date of: James Joyce, writer, Jaacha
Beifetz, Violinist, and Anne Fogarty,
fashion designer.

Call FRANCES DRAKE(24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1900 226 0360
$1 a minute
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Basic skills clinic scheduled
Murray State University Division of Learning and Developmental Disorders will sponsor a basic skills remediation clinic from Feb. 6 through
April 24. Clinic sessions will be held on Mondays and Wednesdays from
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. in Special Education Building at MSU. The clinic for
kindergarten through Grade 12, is designed for students receiving special
education services or students experiencing extreme difficulties in school.
Registration is necessary due to the limited amount of students that can be
accepted. For registration and additional information, call 762-2446.

Joey Baust pledges fraternity

Girl Scouts selling cookies
Kentuckiana.Girl Scouts are now knocking on doors and will continue
through Feb. 3, taking orders for 1991 Cookie Sales. Cookie lovers may
select from seven varieties including two new cookies
Chalet Cremes
and Trail Mix cookies. The cost of the cookies will be S2.50 per Box.
Deliveries and booth sales will be March 8 through March 24. This year's
cookie sale theme is "Growing with Pride." Profits from the annual sale
are used to fund troop programs, camp properties development, scouterships for deserving Girl Scouts and special projects.

Douthitt will assist in filing

Joey Baust, son of Joseph and Marilyn Baust, London Drive, Murray,
pledged Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at Centre College, Danville. A
freshman, he graduated from Calloway County High School in class of
1990 where he was captain of varsity tennis team and a member of Beta
Club and Student Council. Ninety-four men pledged fraternities in this
year's rush. Baust was one of 33 new members accepted by Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. one of the six fraternities on campus.

Louis Douthitt, Certified Public Accountant, will donate his services to
assist senior citizens and disabled persons with help in preparing their
income tax forms. Douthitt will be at Weak Community. Center from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. each Tuesday until the April 15 tax deadline For an
appointment call the center at 753-0929.

Blood River plans special event

A Desert Storm Support Group will meet Monday, 140. 4. at 7 p.m. at
Apple Tree School on Stadium View Drive, Murray. This is open to all
families with members in the military in Desert Storm in the Middle East.
according to Doris Burris, school director. For more information call
753-9356.

Support group plans meeting

By Abigail
Van Buren

Women's Best Security Is
Learning a Marketable Skill
1)E,Alt
I am a
iourisr•liir at a large ur

Ip.11 sI

\ I ii,• 111.11110•1

BI(x)d River Baptist Church will hold a prayer-support service for families and friends of troops involved in Desert Storm and the Murray
National Guard Unit on Sunday, Feb. 3, at 6 p.m. It will include special
presentations by various menthers of the congregation together with a
time of prayer. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor, said the service is
planned because a number of families in the church have children and
grandchildren serving in the Middle East and because three church members are Currently serving in Desert Storm. Families and friends of any
person serving in the armed forces are invited to attend. The church is
located south of Murray --- take Highway 121 south to Highway 444, turn
left onto Highway 444 and travel five miles. For more information call
751-5400.
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Independence plans supper
A spaghetti supper will be at Independence United Methodist Church,
located east of Almo•off Highway 464, on Saturday, Feb. 2. Serving of
spaghetti, salad, dessert and drink will begin at 6 p.m. The cost will be S3
for adults and SI.50 for children 12 and under. This event will be sponsored by United Methodist Women and the public is invited to attend.

Dover Square Western Square Dancing Club will have its annual Dario.:
of Hearts on Saturday, Feb. 2, from 8 to 11 p.m. at North Stewart
Elementary School, Highway 79 South of Clarksville toward Dover,
Tenn. This will be Class and Club Level with Gary Kencaid of Nashville,
Tenn., calling the square dancing and Joyce Pickier of Springville, Tenn.,
cueing the rounds. All western square dancers are invited to attend.
Refreshments and door prizes will be featured, according to Robbye
Blanc, Dover Squares president.

CWU Board will meet Monday
A meeting of Board of Church Women United will be Monday. Feb. 4.
at 1 p.n. at Calloway County Public Library. Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, president, urges all churches of Murray and Calloway County to he represented
at this meeting to plan the World Prayer program for March.
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CCHS Class of 1971 will meet

Rock-A-Thon planned Tuesday

Another meeting of Calloway County High School Class of 1971 to
plan a 20-year reunion will be Monday, Feb. 4, at 7'p.m. at Wo(xlmen oF
the World building at South Third and Maple Streets. For more information tall Reta Futrell Gray, 759-1854, after 5 p.m.

Residents of West View Nursing Home will rock for Alzheimer's Disease on Tuesday, Feb. 5. They will rock from 8 to 9 a.m. i McDonald's
and from 9 to 11 a.m. at Wal-Mart. For each donation given, the person
will receive a chocolate kiss: Debra Galloway, assistant activity director
at West View, said this was a fund-raising drive by the residents and
urged the public to support the residents in this rock-a-thon on Tuc..!,:,

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.
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Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Feb. 4 to 8
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively. The menus, subject to
occasional change, are as follows:
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East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tuesday - ham and cheese biscuit;
Wednesday - blueberry muffin and
hot oatmeal; Thursday - biscuit
with sausage gravy; Friday - cinnamon roll. Milk, juice, cereal and
toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, chicken breast
sandwich; Tuesday - grilled cheese
w/vegetable soup, hot dog w/
vegetable soup; Wednesday spaghetti w/meat sauce, deli turkey
and cheese sandwich; Thursday chicken nuggets, corn dog; Friday
breakfast for lunch - scrambled
egg, sausage and biscuit, hamburger. Peanut butter/jelly sandwich,
grilled cheese, fruits, vegetables,
fries, desserLs, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Tuesday - scrambled egg, bacon,
toast; Wednesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Thursday - ham and
egg biscuit; Friday - pancakes with
link sausage. Cereals, fruits, milk
and .varictrof juices arc available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, chicken fillet
sandwich; Tuesday - fried chicken,
cheeseburger; Wednesday - vegetable soup w/grilled che-ese, vegetable soup w/hot dog; Thursday fist) nuggets, turkey club sandwich;
Friday - lasagna, Philly beef and
Swiss sandwich. Salad bar, fruits,
vegetables, fries, milk and fruit
drinks Are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Fcrarnfaled egg, Flacon_
toast; Wednesday - ham and
cheese on English muffin; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - steak on biscuit. Breakfast
bar, cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and
milk arc available daily.
Lunch
Monday - crispy beef steak,
corn dog; Tuesday - breakfast for
lunch - scrambled egg, sausage and
biscuit, chicken fillet sandwich;

Wednesday - chili crispito, •barbecue sandwich; Thursday - lasagna, hot ham and cheese sandwich;
Friday - turkey and dressing, Philly beef and Swiss sandwich. Salad
bar, hamburger. cheeseburger, pizza: fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk and fruit drinks are
available daily.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - Poptart; Tuesday cinnamon toast; Wednesday - waffles; Thursday - sausage and biscuit: Friday - donut. Juice or fruit
and milk are served each day.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
fish nuggets; Wednesday - taco
salad, corn dog; Thursday cheeseburger, chicken nuggets;
Friday - pizza, vegetable soup and
peanut butter sandwich. Choice ot
fruits, vegetables and milk are
available daily.
Carter
Monday - mini-burgers, fish
sandwich and cheese; Tuesday pizza, grilled cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - beefaroni, Sloppy
Joe; Thursday - hot ham and
cheese sandwich, roast beef sandwich: Friday - chili and cheese and
crackers, chicken fried steak.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Middle, high
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes; Tuesday sausage and biscuit; Wednesday bacon and eggs; Thursday blueberry coffee cake; Friday Honey Bun. Cereal, milk, fruit
juice or fruit are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - burritoes, submarine
sandwich; Tuesday - ravioli,
chuckwagon; Wednesday - spaghetti, ham and cheese sandwich;
Thursday - chili and sandwich,
Hoagie sandwich; Friday - footlong hot dog, chicken fried steak.
French fries, pizza, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.

In response to requests from many volunteers, the 1991 Mothers March
for Healthier Babies has been extended through Feb. 17 in Western Kentucky. "A number of the requests have come from families of servicemen
who have recently been called to active duty," says, Bonnie Schrock.
Mothers March Chairwoman. "It is commendable they are still wanting to
volunteer now that an anxious January has passed, and we deeply appreciate their dedication," Schrock added. For 41 years, mothers have been
going door-to-door to raise money to help save citically ill children and
fund programs that help babies get a healthy start in life. First, the
Mothers March- fought polio and conquered in and today as the Mothers
March celebrates its 41st 'anniversary, mothers are marching to prevent
birth defects, low birthweight and infant deaths. For more inforamtion
write or call March of Dimes office, 333 Broadway, Room 1020, PaduCah. Ky. 42001, phone 1-443-8603.
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DEAR DR.I.:MEI-HANG: I ha. r•
been harping on that theme for
as Jong as I ha v4' been gia ing
advice.
I repeat: Young women —
learn a xkill. so you will near.,have to ask your husband, your
father, your boyfriend or your
government to take care of you
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A registered nurse refresher course for 150 hours of continuing education has been developed by Area Health Education Center's of Kentucky
(AHEC) in cooperation with Kentucky Nursing Continuing Education
Network. It is designed for RNs who have not practiced for a period of
time and would like to re-enter the work force. The course will include a
12-week self study didactic and 80 hours of clinical experience under the
guidance and supervision of a registered nurse preceptor. The clinical
experience may be done in a facility of the nurse's choosing. The time
frame for doing the course may be selected by the nurse, but once the
study has started, it needs to be completed in 12 weeks, followed by 8(1
hours of clinical experiences. For more information contact Ray L. Dur,:,.
director. Purchase Area Health EduLtion Center, 141)0 H.C. Mathis Dr..
Paducah, Ky. 42002, or call 753-8011.

Grace banquets are scheduled
Valentine banquets are being planned by various groups at Grace Baptist Church. The Adult event will be Friday. Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m. with the
cost being S6.50 per person. The College-Career and Youth (7-12 grades)
event will be Saturday, Feb. 16, at 6 p.m. with the cost being S5 per person. Reservations may be made with Pat Johnson—The Children's event
will he Sunday, Feb. 17, at 12 noon with Judy Downey in charge of
arrangements.

Kenlake plans buffalo dinner
A special evening featuring a buffalo dinner and entertainment will be
served Saturday, Feb. 9, at Kenlake State Park, Aurora. The dinner featuring buffalo in several ways, vegetables, said bar, desserts, breads and
beverages will be served from 4 to 8 p.m. at a cost of S12.95 for each
adult and S6.25 for each child. From 4 to 9 p.m. persons will have the
opportunity to talk with "Hawk" Boughton and his Mountain Men at their
original style encampment complete with authentic attire and equipment.
Also 18th Century historical interpreter Ted Belue will share era music,
authentic clothing and trade items. For more information call 474-2211.

Get In
Shape...
Exercise Equipment

SPECIALS
Monthly Rental Rates

Exercise Bike
Treadmill (standard)
Rowing Machine

Hurry while
supplies last!

Was sle NOW 114.95
Was sger NOW'49.95
Was 40' NOW'29.95
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WSJP

WBLN

RADIO LOVE NOTES
CALLING ALL LOVERS!!
Do something special for that someone special in your
life... Place a Love Note on the radio WSJP or WBLN
will play your special message Thursday, February 14.
1991
Whether you want to send a messag full of poetry or
humor-or heart and soul, you can say it to your hearts
content with a Radio Love Note
Just mail the coupon below or drop it by the WSJPWBLN studios. Call 502-753-2400 for more information.
PLUS. WSJP-WBLN will send an attractive Radio Heart
to let your Valentine know that a personal Love Note will
be broadcast. To preserve the mystery of romance, we
won't say who its from... we'll leave that up to you
Print your message.
(30 words maximum)
CUT

HERE

Check one or both

WSJP

($10.00)

WBLN

($15.00)

Cash, check or money order accepted.

An Love Notes must be received by
Monday, February 11, 1991.
Please send my Radio Heart Card to.

Name
Address
City
Your Name
Address
City
Signature
Mail to:

State

Zip

State

Zip

WSJP - WBLN Love Notes
1500 Diuguid Road
Murray; KY 42071
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Nurse refresher course planned'

Murra.y High

Monday - ravioli, barbecue
sandwich; Tuesday - fiestada, tuna
salad sandwich; Wednesday - burritoes, grilled cheese; Thursday spaghetti, corn dog; Friday - chili
and cheese and crackers, Chuckwagon. Pizza, hamburgers, French
fries, baked potatoes, nachos, soft
bread pretzels, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
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Mothers March is continuing
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Dance of Hearts on Saturday
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DEAR (:RATEF1:1.: I'm With
you. However, the person who
returned the Wallet may not have
been the first person who found
it. It's possible that another party
found the wallet first, remoaed
the S20 and discarded it. Then
some Good Samaritan picked it
up and sent it to you.
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MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds
Precision Machining and Welding
Murray, Ky. 42071
506 Industrial Road

Ai
RUTHIE'S
GulfUNIVERSITY GULF
pen 6 a m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
753-5782
Five Points
Murray

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-24 11

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S
PHARMACY
- DISCOUNT
You t.ted•cate - Ask

SA

CHARLIE
Communicate Before
733-41 7 S
Clier1ite A41111011111, Pilborweetist
Needeie At IMiesell ilicress free Ladle. A fiasco

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping C!! — 759- 1 400

Carroll 7
Tire Inc. aseeseetai
:5 ;ogoe .Just behind Toyoti of Murray

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours. Tues. & Thur.
9:30 am. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 .m. to 10

•Crertilied
Terwchwr
•Custorw Orders
•Supplisrs

ft
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Murray

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER

GiEiD

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY
753 5273

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

PLIMEN Ts (11--

TAYLOR SEED CO.
firei‘t• Road

"753-5712

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.
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Sunday School
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Worship
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Worship
9 45• m
Sunday Scholia
II 01)• In
101-TH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
0 46 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
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1103pm
STOREY S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
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TESIIPIX. HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00• m
Sunday School
II OD a m
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Sunda) School
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Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt
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Sunda) School
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Wend, Worship
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THE CFR'RCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
10 00•in
Sunday School
Worship ServIcell• m •7 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHI'RCH
2205 Golthvater Rd
1011 a m 7 00 p m
Sun Ser

ilaM6 7 Pm
D
wFIRST ASSESIBLYOFG0
10 a m
Sundy
wed .d.y
School
11 am & 6 pm
7 pm
JENNY RIDGE

.ri0PyEENTECv
ienthe
,A
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t. :17,
:
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,
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MURRAY CHURCH 01
Morning Worship
6 p m
Evening Worship

11 a m

LYNN talie3 P.
Worship Service
0 45 • m
("huff n Sohsooi
10 46 a m
MARTIN 14 CHA1.0.1. ("SITED
'W.,rdup
a 30• m
10 30 a m

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10 OD• m
:1.re

PRISBYTIRIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9310 ad
Worship
10.46 ala
LIBERTY (1..."111.11ERLAND
Sunday School
10 00•rr,
Worship Service
II 00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
700pm
NORTH PLEASANT GRO% 8..
Sunday School
• 45 a rn
Koratup Service
11 'Lam
OAX GROVE
Sunday School
10 'La m
Worship
Service 11 00$ rn & 7-4*) pm

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401
SYSTEM 753-5312
Olive

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S
1-•

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

'
THEATRES

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Roy McKendree-Pharmacest
Olympic Plaza
•

753-2380

Aril*

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

804 Chestnut

753-6656

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."

Matthew 5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753.3540
last Main Street

711,1,1,t12.
PUNER.AL ILOTI,ES
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758

STOOCABE€

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

For unto you this day
is born a Savior which
is Christ the Lord

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling • Arcade • Pro Shop
Les & Pat Parrish — Owners

1415 W. Main

Bel•Air
Center

753-2202

CABLE
VISION

753.5°5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
,7weeral

Wooree„gte(

...mievevomei•
‘itirres$, K'.

753-68(X)

West View Nursing Home
seCORPOIRRO

401 South 16th Street P.O Box 16k
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K. BECK
1502)753 1304

Gulf

NmeMURRAY GULF

753_0182

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N 12th
753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N 4th

Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.

a 7 p a.

UNITED PENTECOSTAL. ,
CHURCH NEW CONCOFID
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Serv
II 007 SO p m
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Service*
10 00 a m
600pm

or

FRATERNAL ADVANTA6E
Mt- RR.AY MOOSE
1,(1)6E ;2011

753-5719

FAR
wo,..,,
,ITH TABER NACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10 00 a m
Sunday School

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALELpv!tily„,471m42c3E

Blessed are the
poor in spirit
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11 (Lam
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6 SO p M
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday St no":
11 00 a In
Worship
10 We a mr.
INDF:PENI,F.90-0, I -SITED
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Morship
II LIU a In
KIRKSE Y I "Sarre
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II (La in
0..,enad Vitership
4 00 pm

a

Open 8 a m -4 30 p.m

BETHEL CHAPEL
IS Oil• rr,
Sunday School

!EMIT% Ali S WITNESS
t• T.,s930• m
44.rr Study
10.30 • m

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street

PENTECOSTAL

II

P .7
A

Thornton Tile and Marble

NAZARENE
1051 ST ; 100 F: CHt FtCH
II 00• rn
Morning Worship
10 OD a in
Sunday School
4 00 p m
F.venang Worship
MI'RRA Y C1-11'RCH
9 45a in
e.
Sunday School
' 10 45 a m
Morning Worship'
400pm
Forming Worship
Aerines4a14 (Worship 4 30 p m

CALVARY TEMPLE.
Sunday School

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

501 N 4th

OF MURRAY

,-1-41 HI H tip JESt S
i ,F LATTER DAY
830 S lath St
all1100Moo
10 a.sa
‘,..nday Satiod
11.20 a.aa
le.c.af Cocain sad
12.10 p

INDIMPINDSEIT

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

allONEY6

CWIRCII OF
=HIT OF LATTER
OAT SAINTS

Hay Eucharist 5001 1030 • m
915 am
Church School
Duly Evening Prayer 5 15 pm

753-1462
Full 1.111e • Full Service • Discount Prices

tarn
6 p en
700 pm

llama.ng
EverUng
Wednesday

RESTSIDE BAPTIST CM Hull
10 •ei
Sunday Scheel
9 a m.
*stamp
13 50 • m 6 o m

Wet Rid Seedy

I, •

sOiNi.13113
1030am
44 n.ng latersnip
4 W. p m
..-ausgLorship
I HIS ERSITN•
9 Ot.• rn
Iiibie 1.1•••••
A ors1,0/
10 00• m
1100pm
11.F.TIT MI RIIAY
lie 50• In
344441-114144 Rorship
S Wi p m
0,•ning Aorsiup
V.11.1.IAMS CHAPEL

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
759-47961 Q

Southside
Shopping
Center
of tnurray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"
UICKPRINT

11.1.4.1.1.••
•

entucky Fried Chicken
jaz..1. Mar

Chevron

May Ledger-81 Times

,-0-0-y-i30a4e=4‘i-t-e
Chevron Station
Calvin Cleat — Owner
753-25t3
1417 Main

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101
"Therefore if any man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

-

"For God so loved the world that be sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

Pboal

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646'

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Jesus saith unto him, "1 am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man_..come_th unto he
but by me."
John 14:6

Tatters Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464

Robert Tabers, ORM(
P.O. Box 6 KIrksoy, Ky. 42054 489-2126

wiggly
OPEN MOk

24 am A DAY; SAT. I SLR 7 kli-111:111GHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GUNDALE

Shell Serving Western Kentucky

Shell

And Western Tennessee

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 am.-Close 10:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 7:00 am.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday released by churches
a.rn

Barnes, Jimmy Osborne, Myrtle
Cooper and Jane Cothran. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m., UMYF
Chili Lunch at 12 noon, UMYF at e
6 p.m. and Youth and Adult Choir
at 7 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
\kill speak at 10,50 a.m. and at 6
p.m. services. his morning topic
will he "The Great White Throne"
with scripture from Revelation
2011-15, James Kuykendall will
be deacon of the week. Kevin
Rudicil will direct the music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists. Sunday School will
he at 9,45 a.m., Deacons' meeting
at 2 p m. and Choir Rehearsal at
5 15 pm.
Memorial Baptist
Itle Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor
wi,1 speak at 10:50 a m. and 7 p.m
services. The ordinances of baptism and The Lord's Supper will he
observed at evening service.
Assisting will be Mike Farmer,
minister of education and youth,
and Bill Halford, deacon of the
week. Curt Simmons, minister of
music, will direct the music with
Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons as
accompanists. Sunday School will
IC ai 9:40 a.m., Teachers meeting
C t 5,45 p.m., Disciple Training.
Music Makers and Young Musicians at 6 p.m.
ersity
Church of Christ
Charley Bazzeil, minister, will at
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His
morning topic will be "What Will
"hey Say?" Ernie Bailey will direct
the song service. Assiisting
Webb Caldwell, Ron Nelson, Glen
Gibbs, Steve McCuistori, Nick Horton, Jesse Horton, Jay Morehead.
Dan Davis, Jerry Bedwell, Gear]
Sutter, Mack Harris, PrCEIC:
Dunn, Billy Pritchard, John Gallagher and Jerry Stark. Bifilie clas
ses will he at 9 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses. will he at 6 p.m. Saturday and X and 11 a.m. and p.m.
Sunday with Fr. Larry McBride as
minister. Assisting will he Jason
Tidwell, Victor Fromm., Al Paluch,
Mary Paluch, Mary Gertze,n, Al
Gay, Chris Buffington„Dehhic
. D'Angelo, Andy Rachoy, Dorothy
Rachoy, Eleanor D'Angelo, Ray
Charette, Diane Charette. Ar:
Cripps, Joey Woods, Anne
Max Canady, Matilde Cariady, Bii.
Ford, kiihve Ford. ()nit Burke.
ru Burke. Carole l)\ .e,
Krouse and Juds Kruse
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Boh Dotson, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.in.
services. His morning topic ;Yiil he
"Remember.. God's Mercy" with
scripture Iron. Luke I 23 ;1 Hoiy
Communion will
Pace will direct the music
Clarice Norsyktd:Y and Janice 11a:,,,
as accompanists. Special 11111Sii
will be by Stephanie Hays. Assisting will be Jason Key, Herschel
Pace and Stephen Norsworth‘.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.rn
and Choir at 5 p.m.

Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "'The Spirit of Fellowship" with. scripture from Acts
2:42-47 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. services and about "I he Doctrine ol
The Lord's Supper" with scripture
from I Corinthians 11:17-34 at 6
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Patsy Neale,
Kathy Ligon and Susie Scott as
accompanists. Charles Peeler will
sing a solo at both morning scr
vices. The Adult Choir will sing
"The Mention of His Name" at
10:50, and will also sing at evening
service. Lucretia Thompson will
have special music at 6 p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
Adult Choir at 5 p.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham will
have a meditation entitled "The Sin
of Pride" with scripture from Luke
18:9-14 at 10:50 a.m. service. Holy
Communion will be observed. Acolytes will be Russell and Jared
Lencki and the Rev. David Atkinson will be liturgist The Chancel
Choir with Kim Black as director
and Joan Bowker as organist will
sing an anthem, "To Mock Your
Reign, 0 Dearest Lord." Church
School will be at 9:45 a.m., Directory pictures from 12 noon to 7
p.m., Reach-out Callers I and
Junior High UMYF at 5 p.m., Jr.
and Sr. High UMYF dinner at 6
p.m., and Senior High UMYF at
6:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
The Children's Choir will .sing at
morning hour. Sunday School with
Dwayne Fulkerson as director will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
with Bill Outland as director and
Junior and Youth Choirs at 6 p.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland. pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
and Dr. William Dodson will speak
at 6:30 p.m. service. Gene Orr
Miller will direct the music with
Oneida White and Roger Hutson as
accompanists. The Choir will sing
"Heaven Medley" and Paula Stutts
will sing a solo. Sunday School
with Joe B. Adams as director will
be at 9:45 a.m. and Discipleship
Training at 5:30, p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Elaine Brewer, guest speaker.
will talk about "Time's Up" with
scripture from Jonah 3:1-5, H1 and
Mark 1:14-20 at 10:45 a.m. service, and the pastor, the Rev. Jim
Alford, will speak at 6 p.m. serBy H.C. CHILFS
vice. Truman Whitfield will direct
When the priest came along thc
the music with Carolyn Parks and
TI1E (MOD SAMARITAN
road
and saw the wounded man, he
Kathy Erwin as accompanists. The
Luke 10:25-37
From this passage we learn the was careful not to go near him. Choir will sing "How Long Has It
Been." Assisting will be 'Phil
lesson that when God's kind of Totally indifferent toward the helpLiddle, Ronnie Jackson, Tanny
love dwells in the human heart it less fellow, "he passed by." A
always produces the appropriate Levite arrived near the wounded
man, he gazed at the hopeless soul
action in life.
and passed down the road. He was
The Lawyer's Questions
the type who wanted to sed, and
— Luke 10:25-29
know, but did not want to help.
A certain lawyer, who was well
Both the priest and the Levite
versed in Mosaic law and an expopassed by on the other side of the
nent of it, presumed to ensnare
Christ with a catch question, "What road
Then the Samaritan approached
shall I do to inherit eternal life?"
the wounded man. As soon as the
His query revealed his ignorance in
Samaritan saw him "he had comBy James H. Cain
supposing and assuming that etersion on him." He treated his
nal life could be secured by work
rids by "pouring in oil and
or something he could do. Man
wine." He lifted the man into his
thinks he must work for everything
own saddle and walked until they
he gets including entrance into
reached an inn. He made provision
heaven. Multitudes, are trying to
work their way into heaven when
for his future care and promised to
pay upon his return. When love
the Scriptures teach that this is an
A Guide to a Happy Life
finds a need it seeks to supply it.
utter impossibility.
ever
get out of this world alive. Resolve therefore to
will
1.
No
one
Love ministers to the needy, feeds
Christ inquired, "What is written
maintain a reasonable sense of values.
in the law?" The lawyer responded
the hungry, clothes the naked,
2. Take care of yourself. Good health is everyone's major source of
gives drink to the thirsty, visits the
by giving a summary. Then Christ
Without it, happiness is almost impossible.
wealth.
and
entertaincs
the
lonely
sick,
said, "Thou has answered right:
3. Resolve to be cheerful and helpful. People will repay you irtatind.
This do, and thou shalt live." Thus, comforts the sorrowing. With
4. Avoid angry, abrasive persons. They are generally vengeful.
brotherly love, service becomes a
he was brought to see that works
5. Avoid zealots. They arc generally humorless.
cannot buy eternal life. He asked, source of joy.
6. Resolve to listen more and to talk less. No one ever learns
The Lord's Command
"Who is my neighbor?" Christ told
anything by talking.
— Luke 10:36-37
a beautiful and immortal story.
7. Be wary of giving advice. Wise men don't need it and fools won't
When Christ asked the lawyer
The Saviour's Reply
heed it.
which one of the three men, the
— Luke 10:30-35
By Lloyd Shearer
priest, the Levite, or Samaritan,
Christ told the lawyer about a
mentioned in the story acted like a
man who was traveling along the
neighbor to the wounded man, he
dangerous road from Jerusalem to
answered correctly by saying, "He
Jericho. Robbers sprang out from
that showed mercy on him." Then
behind the rocks and seized him.
Christ spoke the command, "Go,
They beat him, stripped the cloThis Week's Special; 1
and do thou likewise." Thus, He
thing from his body, robbed him
Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
Lg.
...the, ...ratalv.aliort.,.01 _a
-a-nd
Special
7c,
all.
the
duty
of
neighborly spirit is
suffering.
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Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. .Susan Alls(T
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service with Michael Lovett as
lay assistant. Acolytes will he
Rachel Hutson and Melissa Villaflor. Joe Lawrence will be in charge
of Children's Church. konc;t
Cochrun will direct the music.
Others assisting will he Sue Anne
Hutson. PaWt Brunn and Donna
Parker Sunday' School with Ronnie
Hutson as director will be at 19
a.m.
Christian Science
Services will be at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second
Wesdnesday. Reading Room will
he open from 12 arm to 3.p.m. on
Wednesday and Saturday.
New Life
Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
will speak at II a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music. Men's prayer breakfast will
be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.

Ricky Stewart as director w ii he at
6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas -E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m.
vice, Ralph Robertson will dy,..1
the music with Edwina Petrie as.
pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The pastor, the Rev. Thomas L.
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m ser,
vice. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy. and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Sinking Spring' Baptist
The Rev. Steve Harper
speak
a.m. and 6 p.m. ser
vices. ,Michael Milby will direct
the music with Laura Paschall ai;t1
Rhonda Lamb as accompan.ist,
Sunday School will be at 19
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurir.. pa -tor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p rra
Kirksey Baptist
services. Bobby Manning 'A IL
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, direct the music with Marge West
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
and Jennifer Culp as aLL
services. W.A. Erwin will direct
Suriday School will be at
the music with Gela Edwards and
Lynn Griot
Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
United Methodist
Sunday School with Lewis Warner
1 he Rev Coy Garrett, pa-.tr.
as superintydent will be at I() a.m.
wi9 speak at 90 ann
and Children's Church at 11 a.m.
Kelso wHI
organi,:
Coldwater United Methodist
School will ne al in .
Dr. Robert Farless, interim pasSpring Creek Baptist
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
IHe Rev derry
with Rex Smith as song leader and
i an:. and
LairTly Wilson as pianist. Sunday
S..nday
School with T.C. Hargrove as
a in
director will he at 10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground
First .Assembly of God
United Methodist
"I he Rev Jerry Lindley, pastor,
he Rev. Kendrick Le-wo.
will speak at II a.m. and 6 p.m
!,peak
s;irv;Ck.-S Sunday School will
iw.:n Donald W,*anis
19 a.m.
leattcir and Dean Stephen, n
10
S •
fem.
N1urray Church of God
Dale Roninson. pastor A
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. sv'rBaptist
herr. ( or
vices
School will be at
r f.J.'

Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins. pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer Downey as
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Billington as director will he at III
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the music with Faye Childress as pianist. Sunday School with
Jimmy Burkeen as director will he
at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Mark Hardison will direct
the music.. Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be at
10 a.m. and Church Trainin2 with
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DONALD
A. JONES
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practke Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's Comp.

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST .VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
IBIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT, KENTUCKY LAW DOES NOT CERTIFY
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE
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Russell Chapel
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W,oLls as •No14 eader
n. Brown as pianist Sund,:y
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New Pro% idente Baptist
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Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN
3.

\
Undercounter
Dishwasher

Oc
0
4
.

5

Magic Chef

$ 95
0

good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

ch,str,„, St

Sycamore St.

ILl

is

Temple Hill
I. nited Methodist

gi-INSURANCE CENTERED

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho

A

If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION, call

Tim Herndon

Friday Night Buffet
Plus all the fixin's
and dessert bar.

;.;

1

S.rday scto

$259

thru F•b. 2

; •

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?

^

L-UP
3-9164

A,

Murray Baptist Mission
.The Rev. Parvin Hall. pas:w—
will speak at 245 p.m. very ;e
Bible Study will he at 2
Ferguson Springs Baptist
he. Rev. Darvin Storm pii,tor
will speak at It a .m. and 6 p m
he
services. Sunday School
m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. F. F. ClerC, pastor. A
Teak at II am. and 630 p.m seivices SUnday School will he at 19
a mm

lAd3

peper, Heather Jedan, Norma Mohr
and June Carlson, Sunday School
and Bible Class 'A ill he at (flo

1V

Rumor From God" at 6 p.m. service. Greg Mayall will direct the
music with April Mack and Susan
Reynolds as accompanists. Morning solos will be by Greg Mayal
and Loma Borders. Evening solos
wiill be by Gunner Nance and Pam
Treas. Assisting will be the Rev.
Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph
Allen, Rick Beam, Brent Evans,
Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy, John
Brittain, Anthony Manning, Bob
Tanner, David Lee and Michael
Cutini. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Junior Church at 11 a.m.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about "Who
Cares?" with scripture from Luke
10:25-38 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem,
"Beautiful Savior" with Michael
Buerhaus as director and Pat Bornba as organist. Assisting will be
Charles Miller, Anna Miller and
Clell Peterson. Church School will
be at 9:30 a.m.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Church of Christ, Evangelize!" with scripture from Romans
10:11-17 at 9 a.m. service and
about "Onward and Upward" with
scripture from Phil. 3:13-16 at 6
p.m. service. Jerry Bolls will direct
the song service. Assisting will be
George Patterson, Kelly Crouse,
Ron McNutt, Jim Wilson, Jack
Rose, Chris Watson, Kenneth
Cleaver, Jerry Humphreys, Kelvin
White, Max Farley, Bobby Fike Jr..
Dennis Jones and Don Stewart.
Bible classes will be at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Garlon Sills, interim
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Alvin Usrey, deacon
of the week, will direct the music.
Special music will be by Karla
Blakely. The Children's Choir will
sing at evening hour. Sunday
School with Phillip Bazzell as
director will be at 10 a.m.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.ni. and
5:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "He Began
to Teach" with scripture from Mark
1:21-28 at 10:30 a.m. service.
Alice Witte will be organist. The
Adult Choir, directed by Cathy
Mallett, will sing "With Music I
Will Praise Thee" with Dr. Larry
Mallett as accompanist. Assisting
will be Dieter Jedan, Jerry Kanachki, Gary Pribnow, Eric Schmeck-

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Feb. 3. as
follows:
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak a, 9:30 a.m. service.
Sunday School will be at 10:30
a.m.
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
speak about "And They were
Astonished at His Teaching" with
scripture from Mark 1:21-28 at
10:45 a.m. service. Debbie Ferguson will sing "In Heaven's Eyes."
Lee Kern will direct the music.
Assisting will be Susie Boeschel,
Barbara Pursley, Frank and Verna
Roberts, David Eldredge, Mike
Ridley, Benny Maddox, Terry Hart,
Robert Hopkins, Lynn Griffiths,
Ann McKeel, Anita Poynor, Marilyn Stickler, Charlie Williams and
Don Wilson. Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m., Junior High Group
at 4:30 p.m., Junior and Senior
High supper at 5:30 p.m. and
Senior Group to met after supper;
Kick off "How To's...for Active
Christians at 5:46 p.m. Ad worship
committee at 7 p.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak from Acts 9:1-9 at 10:45
a.m. and study on "Acts" at 7 p.m.
service. Dwain Bell will be deacon
of the week. Steve Littlefield will
direct the music with Richard Jones
and Tamara Outland as accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir will sing
"Lord, I Want to Be a Christian"
and Gale Vinson will sing "Feel
the Nails" at morning hour. At
evening hour Rhonda Roberts will
sing "In Heaven's Eyes." Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m., Library
open at 8:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.;
Adult Handbells at 4:30 p.m.,
Acteens at 4:45 p.m., Youth Choir
at 5:50 p.m., Discipleship Training,
GAs, RAs and Sign Language
Class at 6 p.m.; Praise at 8 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Fourth Sunday after Epiphany will be observed with the
Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
Fr. Andre Trevathan will be celebrant and preacher. Assisting will
be Steve Hale, Nancy Schempp and
Dennis Johnson. Host families will
he Doyle and Whitmer.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak about "Is Armageddon Near?
at 11 a.m. service and about "A

753-0045
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I I NDERWOOD
APPLIANCE 759-1505
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North C)
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Tigers move on in All-A
lost 86-59 to Murray earlier this month, any
By DANIEL T. PARKER
of a Murray blowout were ended early
thoughts
Murray Ledges
Times Sports Editor
- ---- - and often when the 'Dogs kept coming back
MAYFIELD -- Murray High's Cary Miller against Tiger efforts to chain them down.
"Wc never could pull away, and that's to their
hopes his Tigers are more motivated by future
opportunities than past performances when the credit," Miller said. "I honestly don't think that
First Region's All-A Classic tournament continues we were overconfident. Our pressure bothered
them the first time, but that was earlier in the seatonight at Mayfield High School.
The ,Tigers advanced past first-round play son, and the second time around it doesn't affect
Thursday night with a lackluster 68-62 victory you as much."
But Tiger senior point guard Willis Chaney
arne
er .a n inspired Fulton City team. and now take
semifinal admitted Murray's emotional intensity may have
,n Heath High School in tonight's f-1
reflected their defensive performance. "It was our
Heath's Pirates upset the then-top seeded Tigers lack of defensive tenacity," Chcaney said after his
last year's initial All-A classic opening round, 25-point performance, "We weren't after them
shocking the highly-favored Murray High squad, defensively like we were the first game."
While the defense didn't shut Fulton's cage.
but Miller doesn't think last year's tournament
offense kept the Bulldogs on a leash —
Murray's
game should have to be thrown in th.,e Tigers'
although that leash sometimes got dangerously
faces again.
"I don't think you have to," Miller said. short. •
Heath Walls and Cheaney drilled three straight
"What's more important is that they stand in the
way of our advancing in this tournament, and I 3-point shots -- two by Walls, who had 18 points
think that's enough motivation for our players." — to open the game for the Tigers. After Walls'
Still, last year's upset loss had hea on Mur- second trey, a steal and layup by Aaron Whitaker
:ay's minds --- and Miller was reminded of it by pushed the lead to 11-5, and another steal out of
,portswnters seeking a clue to the No 2-seeded the Tiger press seemed to signal an early Murray
Tigers' close ballgame with No. 7 seed Fulton surge.
The Tigers turned the ball over, however, and.
City.
"We'd mentioned through the week the impor- Greg Hardin scored from underneath and . was
tance of being ready to play," Miller said of the fouled, adding the free throw at 4:41 to cut the
Tigers' approach to the tournament. He downplay- lead to 11-8.
A driving bucket and a fast-break score by
ed any reference to last year's upset. "Just as you
can't assume the victories you on in seasons Cheancy pushed the lead back out to six; two
past, you can't assume the losses, either." Miller baskets from Fulton cut it back to two.
Murray held a 20-15 edge at the end of the
said. "Every night's a different .game."
The Bulldogs proved that point. Fulton City had (Coned on page II)

7

Fulton's Greg Hardin is hemmed in by Murray's Bart Crum and %%Otis Cheanev
during the Tigers' third-quarter press defenst

Time runs out on CCHS rally
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asia Sports Editor

The Calloway County Lady 1.ak
ers were victimized ti.;y the
•
sha.: County mystique 1Th
n.:ght and
took anti] the
suarter of their 0-70 loss •
the Lads Lakers realize
Lady M:irsha:s are capab,e
DCIten.
By then ',I was too late Lks;•.:,:
36-po nt fourth quarter
7a111.. the 10t1'i-ranked Lads Marshals p,el.alled K0 70 and iir,L-.hed
'irst place
the Fourth District.
while Callow as c'osed the:r d.strict
season a: 4-2 good :07 second
place,
'We were :7;.77.
ears and
•na:.'e :
m:stakes Lady Lak
sr L;IaL - Pete 0 Rourke sa,,:
.ac : :ate %fore se r.gurej
r.‘ay with them

Marshall moved out to a 14-6
lead before an 8-2 Calloway run
behind two Krista Stalls baskets.
.
in the
Marshall -answered by scoring the
• Marsriaii turned a
final eight points of the quarter and
2(i F..,Irrie into a 44-20 cor,•,-,
scored the first two buckets of the
I akers got ba‘k •
second quarter. with Cadwell hitting inside, and Gossom scoring off
„
a pass from Mary Nell Roberts to
give .MCHS a 28-14 lead.
-pont shoot
The Lady Lakers scored six
Evan,
• ...th Evans hitting a jum,ame
:
the left wing, Darra
Mitchell hitting from 16 feet, and
rhey got .1N
be!ore
Shelton scoring from the right wing
time
to make it 28-20. Drown sank a
Evans,scored 24 points to lezd , Ilrr.p.e.r for the Lady Marshals, and
e Lad Lakers, :nclud:ng 14
Burkeen free throw gave MCHS
the fourth quarter. while Sheltiri Th'.0-20 lead.
ddd
Cadwell then reinjured her ankle.
: 3 :n the lina: penod
which she injured Saturday in the
Jenn;!er
,ame off
nr and :sed
touisville Invitational Tournament,
.:„Nto
,ead.i, s,,:•ers
and both teams closed the half
Yvlarsha':' tooi, a 4-0 ed
Burkeen hit three free
%rows and Lee added a jumper to
tones A
,::se Marshall a '36-20 lead at
cr. 07;

pan.;

NOW OPEN
EATURING
Ho—e—ace

Opening
Special

PIZZAS, SUBS & MORE

18" Party Pizza

*FREE DELIVERY*
753-1551

A

SO99
,s7 5 Toppngs

CLASSIC DINERS
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 •.m..10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-12 Midnight

Central Center
(Next to Big B1

In support of the Racers,
Tommy Taylor will furnish
two 1991 school buses
with air-ride suspension

to the

MSU Racers vs. Austin Peay
game

Saturday, February 2nd
12gpiarture Times
From Stewart Stadium;
4

p.m. - Stop for dinner at El Palacio

in Clarksville then on to the game
5:30 p.m. - Directly to Austin Peay

The Lath Lakers made 17. tur'.osers ifl the first half, and got a
.1t:e pep talk from O'Rourke.
We dram things into their heads
rig practice, and they come out
nd make the same mistakes.0- ko.:rke said. "As soon as they
on the floor and see Marshall
they get nervous and start
the same mistakes. I yelled
.,7eamed and hollered at halfFm really proud of the
AL .*
A :2 came back.,
hint of a comeback

Calloway's Valerie..Shelton drives the lane against Marshall County
Thursday night in Calloway's 80-70 loss.
in the first two minutes. Burkeen the game from the free throw line,
scored back-to-back to spark an 8-0 and despite seven points from ShelMarshall run, and the Lady' Mars- ton in the final 1:10, the Lady Lakhals led 44-20.
ers could get no closer than eight
Calloway called timeout and the rest of the way'.
started chipping into the Lady:
NEXT: "'he Lady 1.akers host
Marshal lead. with .a Sbsan Lax Padu,.ah Tilghman Monday night.
3-pointer cutting the margin to
JV: Callovva won an overtime
55-34 at the end of the third period. thriller in Junior varsity play. as
Marshall kept at least a 20-point
Susan Buty sank two free throws
lead until the Lady Lakers used a
with four seconds lett to gi‘,.
13-0 run, sparked by a 3-point shot (VHS a 51-50 win. BaLy hit
and two more scores by Evans, to free throws with 39 seL'onds left
cut the lead to 73-63 with 1:35 left.
regulation to set
Marshall was 5-of-7 the rest () (Coned on page II'

MVP may highlight Plan B list
Must teams tend to protect the younger players on
their roster. Those left off are free to negotiate and
sign anywhere by April 1, and their original club is
not entitled to the right of first-refusal or
compensation.
Bavaro's agent, David Fishof, said the Giants might
gamble that no other team will go after the 27-yearold tight end. Bavaro is facing off-season shoulder and
knee surgery and has a 5750.000 contract for next
season.
Breech, the Bengals' all-time leading scorer. has
been left unprotected for two years. Like many players
left off, he has returned to his original club the next
season.
"I'll talk to other teams; I'm a sociable guy," said
Breech, who has scored in an NFL-record 167 straight
games. "But the offer would really have to be something to get me to. leave."

By The Associated Press
Anj,one need a Super Bowl MVP?
The New York Giants were expected to leave Olds
Anderson off their 37-man protected list today, makrig
a Plan B free agent for the third straight year.
%la:: Bahr and Mark Bavaro, two other key Super
performers. may also be made available by the
G..ants
Anderson was not claimed in the, past twso seasons.
.4. !CS even more unlikely that another NFL team
.go after the 34-year-old running back, even
.1:ter he gained 102 yards in Sunday's game.
• I don't see why it should he any different this
he said.
Bahr:s field goal on the final play beat San Francisin the NEC championship game. and his 21-yard
kick midway through the fourth quarter rallied New
York over Buffalo: Bavaro caught five passes in the
Super Bowl.
"It's tough for a coach to tell a player he's not pro:icting him when he really wants him on the team."
Giants general manager George Young said.. "It's
more so when you've just _won the Super Bowl."
The NFL was to release the list of unprotected playrs 8 p.m. EST, Kansas City defensive back Deron
Crlerry. Denver running back Sammy Winder and Cm,innati --kicker Jim Breech were among those also
expected to be available.

In Indianapolis, starting offensive guard Brian Baldinger and backup quarterback Mark Herrmann have
been told they will be left unprotected. But both players said the Colts would like them to sLay.
Kansas City is not expected to protect Cherry, center Mike Webster, offensive tackle Iry Eatman or
defensive back Lloyd Burruss. Webster, Burruss and
Cherry were not protected. last year, and Burrus4
turned down a lucrative offer from Cleveland to stay
with the Chiefs.

FOR TICKETS CALL:
Clara Benton 762-4895
Before 3 p.m. Today
Adults...'7.00
Children...4.00

FOR BUS RESERVATIONS CALL;
Clara Benton or Tommy Taylor
at 753-9251 or 753-5414
110.00 per person
•No Smoking •tio Drinking •No Profanity

YOU MAKE AN OFFER SALE

SPORTS ON RADIO

Sales Manager Has Gone Nuts!
The unit you want (new or used)
Motorcycles. ATVs or Scooters

IINBS11340

Make Any Reasonabk Offer We will take it to the sales manager for his uarisideratior,

HuRRY! Ibis offer can't last long. Come by or call today.
WE WILL NOT - BE UNDERSOLD

HONDA - SUZUKI
502-442-1655

Dowatoins Paducah, KY.

502-442-1726

MHS plays Heath
Carlisle plays Mayfield
6:15 p.m.
Class A Tournament
at Mayfield
You Can Hew the Difference"

Sports Writer
by TOM STRONG
Associated Press

Writer

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Gaylord
Perry waited three years for the
call from Cooperstown — and
two weeks for a belated honor •
from his adopted state.
On Jan. 8, Perry' made the
Hall of Fame in his third year
of eligibility. For that. the
Legislature proclaimed Thursday
as "Gaylord Perry Day" in
South Carolina.
They also cited his work as
baseball coach at Limestone
College in Gaffney where he
teaches "his 'boys' proper character traits and attitudes,"
according to the resolution.
Lawmakers first designated
Jan. 17 as Perry's day in the
sun. But war began in the
Middle East the night before.
Perry would have to wait
again. He didn't mind, this
time.
A band played outside the
Capitol. About 1,000 people
milled about the Statehouse
steps for a rally in support of
U.S. troops in the Middle East.
Inside the historic building. Perry discussed weighty matters.
Did you ever throw a spitball
or doctor a baseball?
"Oh no," he said with a
hearty laugh. "Make them
believe I did.".
Should fans think of you as,.
a "crafty pitcher," he was
asked.
"That's it buddy, you got it.
That's a good way to put it."
Gaylord Perry won 314 games
in 22 seasons. He is the only
pitcher to win Cy: Young
awards in both leagues. He was
third on the all-time strikeout
list when he retired in 1983.
"Gaylord is a tremendous
gentleman," Limestone president
Fred Payne said. "He's a builderof men."
But his presence in the House
chamber brought back boyhood
memories for some lawmakers.- Like children before a baseball
game, several representatives
lined up to get Perry to aUtograph the House's daily
calendar.
"'Gaylord Perry's a great.
American hero," said Rep. Tim
Rogers, 0-Columbia, one of the
autograph hounds.
Perry is something else to the
players at Limestone, where he
has compiled a 58-45 record in
three years at the NAIA school.
"They know that. I'm just
one of the guys that played
baseball," he said.
He is, of course, much more.
And the recent election to the
Hall of Fame has brought that
point home.
He plans to travel more this
year -- see old baseball friends.
visit the parks where he toiled
for eight tearns, play in oldtimers' all-star games.
And he's looking forward to
being introduced as a Hall of
Famer instead of a future Hall
of Famer at this year's All-Star
Game in Toronto.
Perry also should have more
time to regale listeners with
stories of his run-ins with
hitters.
He remembered one tale
involving former New - York
Yankee outfielder Bobby Murcer.
Murcer always asked ae umpire
to check balls thrown. by Perry
because he thought Perry' was
doctoring them.
Murcer tried to get even
when Perry was in town with
the Cleveland Indians. Murcer
invited Perry out after a game
to meet Murcer's wife.
'She had a handful of greasy'
stuff and I shook hands with
her," Perry said.
Another Hall of Famer, Don
Drysdale of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, inspired Perry to resort
to psychological diversions on
the mound.
"My hitters would come back
after hitting off of Don Drysdale and they'd say, 'Today it's
his bat or his belt., or his
pants,"' said Perry of his days
with the San Francisco Giants
in the mid-1960s.
"It worried them a great
deal. I wasn't doing ,too well
and I started following some of
those things and I won a couple Of times.
"Now everybody's watching
what I do instead of watching
the ball .- ;ts much. So it makes
my curveball better and makes
my slider better. I'd become a
winning pitcher, so I didn't sec
any need to change."
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Murray ledger 5 limes outdoor COlumnist Jerry
Maupin will be one of the featured speakers
Saturday at Kenlake State Reson Park's Hunt
ing and Fishing Seminar, offered free by the
park Maupin, an professional guide and avid
fisherman as well as outdoor wetter, will hold a
seminar on 'Sport Fishing on Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes at 10 30 a m and one on 'West
em Kentucky's Vast Hunting Opponunities" at
12 30 Saturday Sharon Pierceall will conduct a
seminar on 'A lady Angler's Point of View* plus
'Tips for More Successful Angling' at 11 30,
and Robert McKee of the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife will hold a 'Hunter Educa
lion and Certification Laws' seminar at noon
•Sporting good shows and demonstrations
including equipment, supplies, safely informa
hon, tournament informatiOn, etc will be ongo
ing from 10 am until 2 pm at the gathering.
which is co-sponsored by Kentucky State Parks
and Crappiethon,usA for more information.
call 1 800-325 0143

has publicly made false allegations aoout
Westhead's connection to Gathers' death,
including that if it were not lor Paul Westhead,
Hank Gathers would be alive today" Fagel rep
resents the Gathers family in a $32 5 million
wrongful death lawsuit pending in Superior
Court in los Angeles Thal lawsuit names
Westhead among 14 defendants Gathers died
last March 4, an hour and 40 minutes after col
lapsing during a West Coast Conference tour
gement game at Loyola lAarymount An autopsy
found a heart disorder caused his death
Gathers had been treated for an irregular heart
beat, but was allowed to keep playing
• • • •
DALLAS - Five finalists competing for three
US Olympic Festivals made their pitch for the
games as the U S Olympic Committee opened
four days of meetings The USOC heard 30-mi
nute presentations from South F bed& Denver.
Maryland, St Louis and San Antonio, who
sought to land the games in 1993, 1994 Or
1995 Before achourning on Saturday. the
USOC also will discuss the size and financing
of future festivals, with television contracts a
0. big pan of the latter The lestivars television
contract with FSPN ends after thiS year

Soccer - local

Skiing

The Murray Calloway County Soccer A550,_
tiOn has announced registral on for so,ng soc
cer will be held at the park °Hite or Paine
Street on Saturday, Feb 2 (10 am --2
Sunday, Feb 3(1 3 pm ), and Tuesday, Feb 5
16 8 p m ) There will be only competition trazei
ing teams (selected by tryouts) during the
spring season for. under-16, under 14 and
under-12 boys, a girls' competition team w. I
also be chosen A fee of $20 for first child ot a
family, $15 for second child will be co .ected
upon child making the team
•Under-10 recreational teams will play a sr,'0,
tened season beginning in March. $15 lee
be collected at registration For more :n.'orma
non call Rob Williams at 751 1126

SAAL BACH HIN1LRGLEMM Austria -- Chan
tat Bournissen of Switzerland revived memories
of Swiss dominance in women's skiing by edg
ing Ingrid Stoeckl of rival Austria and winning
the World Championships combined event Vre
ni Schneider of Switzerland, who was 24th lot
lowing last Friday's downhill portion of the Dom
Dined. finished first in the slalom portion to
claim the bronze medal later, Petra Kronber
ger of Austria putted out of the last two
women's races because of a knee injury Kean
berger, winner of the downhill gold medal, lore
her right knee ligaments in a spill at the last
gate of Tuesday's super-giant slalom and team
officials decided to hold her out of the last two
events Austria retained a big lead in the med
as race with four of the seven golds and eight
of 21 overall Switzerland was second
modals. followed by France with thri-

Alumni games
Int, 3rd annual Calioway
It
boys Alumni Games will be held Saturd,i,
Feb 2, at CCHS with games pitting mem'.
1981,90 teams (6.30), 1971.80 squads
and 1961-70 clubs (810) VIdiefgold,e" mJsc
will also be featured in the night's (estates and
proceeds go toward the support of 're C'lf1.5
boys' basketball program

College football
HOUSTON-- David Klingler, who set or 1,erf 31
NCAA records last season, said he 44.11 ret,r,
for h.s senor year at Houston instead of rifler
'rig the NFL draft Klingler said he Came up w
23 reasons to stay at Houston and only three to
turn pro Klingler set single season NCAA
records for touchdown passes (54), attempts
i6431, completions (374) and yards per game
146131 in 1990 He was fihh in the Heisman
Ty Detrner of Brigham
'

a spitball

Local basketball

kith a
hem

ckErth District eighth grade tournarnen,
,
r••
,•
D77Eyed at South Marshall JJ'' ,
15
irst rOJc0 ga include Maylield SOuth Mars"...
Benton South Marshall boys (1 Calloway Murray girls (830), wilt" It
Marshall Mayfield boys playing on 1.,(/`,11a,
Feb 12 at 530 followed by the North Mars,.i
girls taking on the Mayfield South *4 nrers at 7
and the Benton girls meeting the Ca away
Murray wnners at 830 On Thursday. FriO '4
the Murray boys will meet the Benton
w rmers at 6 pm , followed by Cal cavay
meeting the North Mars7a,1 May'i. c « • • •
7 30
•Charno onship games or. F ,day
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Tennis
r or( yo - kAarLna navatilova. playing her firs*
knee surgery in Nove-be•
needed three sets to beat Jo Dune of Britain

toernamert since

yo' e Australian Open champion Monica Se/es
IPI "cl•ew fro- :hie foray Pan Pact c Open ei,tr
ii ,et....r•'9 shoulder ,ri ory Navrat,lova, seeded
'.'d er,OyeC' a first round bye before tak ,rg 92
rt,-,L.ces 'a oust Dora 63, 4 6, 6-2 on the ac,'I
ca, ser'ace Of Tokyo Metropolitan Gym Shell
'ace ,...orhpatriot Rob,r White, a 7 5, I 6 (7 3)
rritt oaer Parr Shover,
the quarterfina.s
Si' rs seeded second, felt pain in her left
shoJider der rg practice and was told by doe
41,90AS rest Others advanc
.abrela Sabatini of ArgenV.ia
, demeister of Peru and Amer
c.i
t.f.ry Joe F ernandez and Kathy Rinaid

9th basketball
The Murray High Tiger freshmen learn splt
action this week Tuesday night, the Tigers
downed Mayfield 52 29. Chris Allen tossed in
13.10 lead the Tigers, as they Jumped out to a
15-2 lead and were never headed Men tossed
in 16 Monday night against Graves. but tile
Tigers fell 47-44 Brent Keller and Damon
Cohoon chipped in eight points each

Track and field
TOO(HOI M Swede,'
Ben JONISOn, Car
Leroy 13urre _veil compete in a
130 meter dash at an intemationai track and
- Malmo, Sweden, on Aug 5, 'he
Swect.,
,es agency TT said How much each
'wad was uncertain Johnson,)the for word record holder, arid Laws,
pre
, seri record node', have not met sr ce Johmo'
eat eS arid

General
PHILADELPHIA - Denver Nuggets coach Pa..'
Westhead has filed a $1 million delamatior suit
against an attorney for the family of Hark
Gathers, the Loyola Marymount player who
died last season white Westhead was c.oadh
The lawsuit, filed against Bruce G Fagsl in Phi•
ladelphia Common Pleas Court, claims Fagel

was C0Sgealitied from the 1988
test rg Post-ad for an anabolic

IS S, wond's top ranked 130 ^Iwo,•1,,••rf`.•
...cs No 2

Tigers move

24 36 55 80
MARSHALL
14 20 34 70
CALLOWAY
Marshal (80) - Burkeen 27, Gossum 16.
Lee 14, Drown 10, Roberts 7, Cadwel 6
Bohannon 2, Lutz, Pullen Totals 28 FG, 24140
FT
Calloway (70) - Evans 24, Shelton 19,
Stalls 5, Lax 5, Waldrop 4, Mitchell 2, Darnell 1,
Hornbuckle 1, Catherson, Lambert Totals 25
FG, 14/22 FT.
"lkiebitis - Marsha 16-3, 4:0:Calloway
4-2

The Buckeyes had won their first I! games, including seven in the Big
Ten. Michigan State, the defending champion in the conference, came up
with a strong defensive effort to heat Ohio State 75-61 and hold it .11
points below the season scoring average
"We didn't expect to win all our games, so the only way this loss
could affect us is if we let it get to us going into Sunday's game," Ohio
State coach Randy Ayers said, referring to a home game with Purdue.
"You have to give Michigan State ail the c- redit for our shooting," he
said of the 23-for 62 etfort,:including lor-12 from 3-point range. "They
took us out of our tempo, and they niok away our penetration. We were
never able to get into the of fensive
Usually any offensive flow for N1,;.4aii State (11-6, 6-3) revolves
around Steve Smith, and the senior
came through again with 26
points, includimt the 2,(N)Oth o! tt
But Smith .Wd rekteRe
Lacer-high 17 points. all h.ti
"I hope Mark can do this evert.,

t.tre,:r
ot Mark Moi4orner):s
itt
scoind hall
ret.ause it takes a lot of pressure

oil of me."
his wa,11,:rkii, ilet game, hoth on offense and
said
defense. When he started
had to guard him and I got
some open shots.
Michigan State 771137711 Jtit1 Heath,
si ime haekharai praise tor the
junior point guard who had neser ssH:
than 1-1 points in a game.
"I don't think ‘oa cotth', 7,5 CI
'slonty to score that many
points," fleatiithte said "li
5.
',he. hut not in line game.
11i1-14.tomer\

sand "it .
In other games
VAIN 58. Sari lose
9 North Carol!,1
'the Spartans
(PH,
points or, 5
Matt
.
points under his 3" Cr,'
"Matt and Di
Smith said. "if
of getting 3
Ohio State lrailcd
w ith 9
•
the next
Chris Jeni
2:09 to play, hat ()!
• •
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No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray
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Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency

',id 27 OC r'S arc."
5.4
' rs" • -n ^ thi:ee ys•a•s 797 I

•

'

Jim Fain
Tracy McKinney

s•a^

A

611 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-0362

.I •
strktak also
•ratc'tal

Septic Tank Service

Calloway iplits at Mayfield
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Excavating • ilaul,ing 7 Nmping
Asphalt (:utting • Sew& ...Wet&
ST & (%intarninated Soil Kemo ai

bali Herr:dor,' had 10 points for
he Lakers while Brad Cleaver.
homas .Ifornbuckle and Tyler
Biiharmon had seven points each
For the Lady Lakers, Kim Johnson had 10 poinLs, Linda Stubblelicid eight and Farrah Beach
Chalked up four assists, but Morris
praised the work done by reserves
Amy Alexander, Catie Bates and
Kim Lindsey, who came on in the
third quarter to allow the starters to
rest in preparation for the fourthneriod surge. "They picked us up
in the third quarter," Morris said of
the bench. "They were as instrumental in the win as anyone."
Calloway Middle travels to Murray Middle Monday night for a
eirls-ho5s doubleheader.

Brent Allen
Ditching
sme, 1979 759-1515
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Pizza

any large pizza, e
e Buyanother
large for:
I get
' only

Original Crust

Buy any large pizza,
get a medium pizza
for only 99'

'-Hardin

• • • •
FULTON CITY
15 35 45 62
MURRAY
20 37 54 68
25, A Patton 15,
Fulton (62)
Crumble 8, Pettigrew 7, H Patton 6, Pulley 1
FG 27/59, FT 7/12
Murray (68) - Cheaney 25, Walls 18, Crum
JomPh Whilako! 5- RaY0Urr-1
Bailey FG 26/68, FT 10112

FLIT
A Month

.

901
(:()Idwaler

•,
1 ()pps

I.,ILKII11.111,t2 up oh Jo

picK-UP ONLY

The 10th o1 each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive yOursiayrnent by
the 10th ol the month in order to pay their hill.
women They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell

'25

Upper
1)eck

753-0473

Baseball (:ards

, d*d

Wasttii4iton State 71;
; 1 Litt
l'a\o
; scorer. Jim Jaj \itti
tt. deterisivLt

You see, these carriers are independent business men and

katching
watching
it makes
d makes
iecome a
didn't see

-

Remember the 10th

(Cont'd from page 10)
Kadonna Randolph tossed in 18 to
lead the Lady Lakers, Cristy Lambert had 12 and Bucy 10.
• • • •

Dt)nruss

"iii
Tommy's

March Madness

looked at Cheaney to pass the hall
back. Cheaney then yelled "That's
your shot!" and Whitaker
responded, lofting the ball into a
!o
net-popping "3" with 1:30 left in ' lowed with a loss ol
the quarter.
Against the Lady Cardintlis. iliA
"That was a big 3-point shot,"
ever, Calloway Middle's girls used
Miller said later.
a fourth-quarter surge to post a
"I knew he would hit it: he did it
24-17 victory. -1 hen, in the ho5s.
in the Calloway game," Cheaney
game, the fourth quarter turned
added.
against Calloway, as the Laker,
Andre Patton scored on a layup
were outscored 14 6 in
for Fulton, but Cheaney followed a
frame and dropped a 4;
Rayburn rebound with a fast-break
"We finally decided we. warded
hank shot with 26 seconds left and
to win the hallgame,-(VMS girt!,
Bart Crum scooped up a loose ball
coach Eddie Morris said of the.i.
and fired to Cheaney for another 8-2 advantage in the krtal perio(t.
layup, pushing the Tiger lead to "Well, if you're going tor fia5,
54-45 going into the quarter.
big quarter. you v.
Jason Joseph, Murray's 6-8 centhe last."
ter who has been hampered with an
For the Lakers. ;I:.
ankle sprain, scored all six of his final quarter turned a
points at the start of the fourth
into the six-point loss. "We
quarter, wrapping his three short pretty good basketball,jumpers around a Tito Crumble coach Joe Stonecipher said. "We
free throw to push Murray's lead just had -a slump in the fourth and
out to 60-46 and force a Fulton made some crucial turnover."
timeout with 5:59 showing.
The 'Dogs made one more run,
cutting the lead to 62-57 with 2:10
left on Andre Patton's 3-point shot.
Fulton then claimed the ball on the
alternating possession run with
1:28 left, but threw up an airball
ke
COLLtr'reivo,
from 3-point range.
PAWS
\ PAUL
Walls stepped up for an eightfoot jumper with 56 seconds left to
extend the lead to 64-57, and Mur73
ray's free throw shooting in the
final half-minute led to the 68-62

Time ...

great
oo well
; some of
n a cou-

Fleer

By The Associated Press
And then there was one.
Michigan State handed No 3 Ohio State its first loss of the season on
Thursday night and top-ranked'UNIN, which heat San Jose State, is the
only undefeated Disision I team witf. a ini,nth to go before the start of

For once, the )iiht ,}t,ttts
didn't follow the Lad)
example, and it led to a spit
as s1
sion for the
School teams Thursda., a: \la.,
Middle School.
Every time the Lady Lakers
lost this year, the Lakes had

•••

(Coned from page 10)
quarter, and another Walls triple
pushed the cushion to eight points.
With under four minutes left,
Cheaney hit another "3" for a
35-27 lead -- but Fulton's Andre
Patton scored back-to-back fastbreak baskets and a putback from
Danny Pettigrew cut the lead to
35-33 with 2:05 left.
Murray then turned the ball over
with 1:40 left and Fulton spread
out their offense to play for the last
shot. That strategy was foiled,
however, when Chcancy tipped the
ball to Allen Rayburn, who tossed
back to Cheaney on the break for a
layup and 37-33 lead.
Bart Crum then rebounded for
Murray with 29 seconds left, but
Homer Patton came up with a steal
and layup to cut the halftime lead
to 37-35.
In the third quarter, Murray
pulled back out to an eight-point
lead and had the Bulldogs chew it
back to two, 43-41. The Tigers
were leading 47-43 when Cheaney
did some coaching from the floor.
Whitaker had the ball in the corner and eyed the basket from
3-point range, but hesitated and

Spartans give Buckeyes
first loss of the season;
Rebels stay undefeated
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them to you at the retail deliver) rate. When

you don't pay them

*Original crust
*Up to 10 items
Dine-in, Pick-Up, Delivery.:

•
•
Not good with any other special.
$ *Good
through Feb. 7, 1991.

by the 10th they have to dig downinto their own pockets to make

1

Not good with any other special
•Good through Feb. 7, 1991

..J

up the difference.
Please 'pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They

depend

on

you

to

write

their

pay checks.

Collection time can he an inconvenience for you and your
carrier
So.

paying hy mail is

monthly col

a

simple way to avoid the bother ol

non

Murray Ledger & Times

Chestnut St.
Murray

753-6656

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Racer
Illustrated
This Page Sponsored by Your Local Businesses

Game Notes
Nlurray State Lacers (15-8, 4-2)

T OW1141
24 HOUR

at

612 South 9th St
Murray KY 42071
502) 753 5719

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon thru Fri

Austin Peay State Governors (11-10, 3-3)

Prairie View A&M Panthers (1-17)

February Z 1991
Dunn Center/Aaron Arena (9,000)
(7arissille, Tennessee

February 4, 1991
The Baby Dome(4660)
Prairie View, Texas

The Coaches

Coble Earns()VC honor

Stew Newton
A 1%; graduate of Indiana State University, Steve Newton is in his skill •c:,1,011 as
head coach of the Racers with a record of 107-64 (.(C6). The 198* and 1990 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of the Year, Newton has led the Racers to two NCAA
Tournament appearances and one National Invitation Tournament berth_ lie is in
his 13th season as a member of the Murray State coaching staff, having spent so en
sears as associate head coach under Ron Greene During his tenure. NISt 1 has a
rec. Id of 225-141. a .615 winning percentage.
Prairic View
Newt.in is 10-4 against Austin Peav, 3-2 in (lark's tIle. lie is LH
,,xith the win coming Dec. 17 in Murray

Senior guard-ft irward Greg Coble's
11,4 sh.)oting against Morehead Stale
and Eastern Kentucky netted co-( VC
Pla‘er of the Week honors on TuesdaY.
Coble scored 23 points against Morehead, hitting five consecutive three-ptiinters during one 340 stretch. Two nights
later, he equaled his career high of 25
points at Eastern
During the two games, Coble sank 1\
/ field sSils. connecting on an amaiing
14 trom three-point country. Ile.
id.
11
c,,ntributed eight ,issists to the Racer
cause.
Ifis six three-pointers against Eastern \k,V, a career -high and Pm , shout of
the NISU record:
'Coble shared last week's honor with
Austin Peay's La\Ionic Ware, who averaged 20.7 points and 6.0 rebounds in
three games.
The Player of the Week recognition
\xas Coble's second such honor this
-eason. having '.k,)11 the award alt -._r hi
25-point game at 5i•titlierri Illinois in
I )e-t, ember.

Dow Loos
In his first star at Austin Peav, Dave Loos holds an 11-10 record at the school. A
previousk. coached him \ ears at
l'rmi graduate of Memphis State University,
hricfian Brothers College in Memphis. posting a 52-53 reo)rd for ;i composite
,..,aching slate of 93-63. Loos served four seasons as the top as•i•tant 0).1\ h t Loss
h at Memphis State until taking over the Go\ ern. pr,g,ram in Elk.
1 os is 0-1 against Murray State, falling 71-66 on Jan_ 5 in Murra\
Elwood Plummer
A : )66 graduate of Jackson State, Elwood Plummer is 1-17 in the first \ ear Of his
rid stint as- Priarie View head coach, having also served from 197i n, 1979.
nlpiling a 101-67 ledger in his first tour at the sch,qd, Plummer ha-s ac..mposite
Vies'. coaching record of 102-54.
againSt the Racers. With the 111L't:11110 c0ming in DL:t e mb,21- in

Hwy. 641 North

Good Luck
Racers
From al, your triencs at

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

ltd.
181%41 AGF'11CY

'rnturanteed Lowest Prices and

Best Service"

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray. Kentucky 42071

GOOD LUCK RACERS'

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
1

Murray s Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot
MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!
300 S 4tt,

rpg,. *.4 rpg,.2
2 2" pg.05 rpg, .472
1.1 ppg, 1.6 rpg. .240

Popvc Join-srens.Ainstht: nation's No..
2 rek iunder, acci tiding to the latest ti(
qatictics rt.-1,:a7,-,ed-. Jan. 30.
L.Slf
pine O'Neal leads the not lon
with 15.4 hoards a game, followed h‘
line- (11.5i and Nu `A Orleans. Eixin
fohnon (13_2).
a learn. the Racers ranked seventh
in Division I rebound margin ( •
tus! behind OhioState ( • t•.9) and ahead
eiviith-place ',Montana 1 • *5)

Racer Charts

401 Olive St.

Allitra
lli
P-1111.1111111
0

ppg, 3 7 mpg. .466 fgp, .632 ltp
_11.7 pm.% 4.7 rpg, .435 fgp,..*31 I"19.6 pile.
rpg, .493 Igp, .710
10 6 ppg. 4.3 rpg. .42r. fop. .710 l'
ppg.. 2.1 rpg, .376 fgp,
.
44)

Top Reserves
F 55 John Jackson (6-6, 205, Sr.).
I; 4 Cedric Gumm (6-1, 155, Fri)
I' 43 Scott Si‘ills (6-8, 220, So.)

Career Scoring
: Jeff Martin (1956-))
2 liuwie( rittenden (1952-56)
; Lamont Sleets t 1979-S4)
(iarrett lieshear (194)-53) ..
'(den Green (1979-83)
‘‘, illiams (1972-76)
N15Phersun (1964-67)
( Lucie Virden (1%7-70)
Les Taylor (1970-73)
lo Don Mann (1956-59)
11 (;ro'ier Woolard (1973-77)
12 Jim Jennings 11961-(4)
1 3 *tewart Johnson (1963-66)
14. Popeye Jones 419M-date)
Paul King (1987-date,
(Weer Three-print Goals
r-.
• • 1' ,-; -I
2. Patifising .1987-date)
.4 . I- rank Allen 019149-date)

2,484
2.019
1,902
1.716
1,557
1,515
1,513
1,490
1,477
1,449
_1,393
1,370
1,275
1,210
965

2,4
154
102

curer Blocked Shots
_le!! Martin
2.,4)aul King 11987-date,
inn\, Jarrett
\Pic Lahm I • -- )
Pope?e Jones i 19M-dater
/197
r:•i"1-`";)
I••,„r (19Thr 80)
( hris Ogden
,"X !len %Linn (197 56)
John Jackson (1990-date)

130
119

C',
44
39
35
30
26

601 Main St.
Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

Day
753-9132

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!
FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,Inc
Since 1928
701 Main St. 753-5273
'The Experienced Travel
Agency'

Jones No. 2 in Rebounds

Probable Murray State Starters
Alumay State (15-ti4 4-2)
,t; Adams (.6-9. 20), Jr.) .
I - 4" ClregCohic-r6-3, 190, Sr.)
t '4 P.:pc:ye Jones (6-5, 260, Jr.)
• Paul King (6-4, 190, Sr.)
(, 33 1-rank Allen (6-3, 175, So.)

McCLARD'S

Block Parts.

Career Steals
1. Brian SICA.111 (
2 Laniunt Sleets (
Glen (ireen 11970. 4 Jeff NIartin-(19*5-',5. Chuck Glits, 11954- sr.)
6. Pope.ve Jones (198X-datei)
7. Paul King (1987-date)
Don Maqn ( P1.:5-89)
9. Greg Cohle (191i9-date.
NI Kenne, Hammonds I 1')7Career Assists
I. Don Mann I
PT'!-4
2 Linoint
.
(ilen (ircen i1979-1)
4 (ir()%er W,)(1.1rd (1973-77)
Brian ')ti.:xx.irt (10)-.54)
-e •
6 Jeff Martin
7. Paul King 195--rfati
. •;
( huck ()
9. Frank Allen t 1989-dater
10. Greg Coble 11989-date)

1 he RAL.r•' h ,tal ,l)5 hlo(i.•, throus.th
games ilat I ers the preA inns srchool
if uh84 Hocked shots set during th;
14
12hi'
94)
Ii- ,

t43

. 42;
131
32199
1)4
193
157

Career Rebounding
1 DiJ ( unnii;oham I li1r.t'.,1 .1,292
1,147
2 JIM Jennin,,
(P•sl
') Stewart
n (196; 66)
4 N1
11-'
,Jails 11)71-741
57'S
*37
.
kin Johrys,I1
792
6. Popeye Jones (19K -date)
(7,11)
7 ()uitman Sullins (P/54-5.ti)
775.
5. Claude ‘arden (1%7-70)
690
9. (.'hris Ogden (1986-90)
10. Jeff Martin (1985-89)

ri. leads the Hock pariah:
'1";:pet
'
•'e,:one
Jones
.ih 30 (he entered the season with 22),
I. lv by John Jackson v. ii h 21,.
so ott Adams:who is third on the team
18 Hocks, has the single-game best
this season %kith ly.c against Prairie View
A&.%1 on Dec. 17.
By the wily, Jr ines has a shot at the
.ni.tle-eas.m Hock record (43), set Ir.
',like Lahm in liPx4-5. Junes, on his
current pace of 1.3 hlotks per gann2,
would finish a 30-game season (v,hich the
acers will at hies e thanks to three games
at the San Juan Shnotnut) with 40 blocks.

4,Cpuze

eI
Patty Green way
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby s Dixieland Center)

759-1074 1-800-634-490

CAR CARE
'Tune-Ups
•Oil Changes
'Brake Work
'Mufflers
'General Service Work
"Alien Smart Engine
Analyzer"

pro/tech
AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6001

Mon.-Fri. 8-6

Road NNTarriors
Durinv the last four sears. the Racers
ha'.e \xon shares of three OVC titles
Ade arnas,,ing,ii won-lost record cil 77V7. 1 hat includes a sterling 37-7 confer :14-e record since the I I7-,55 season.
The Racers have recorded a 19-3 OV('
me record during that stretch and an
et. en more impressive44-4-road ledger in
that time That inciudc,, the 1987-55 season when MSU fashioned an unblemished 6-0()V(' road record.
This ear, the Racers are 4-2 in conference play, 2-1 at home and 2-1 on,the
road.

LDD
Your Local Long
Distance Company
Because we're here and these
other guys, well, they're there."

1-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

753-9586

Bud &
Natural
Bud Light (Light

•

OPEN
24 HOURS
Great Kerr McGee Gas
Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

Racer
Oil Co.
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

753-0858
1000 Chestnut - Murray
AAAkAL AAA

LOOKIN' 641 SUPER SHELL
GOOM

-.Sprvice is our business"

1ft

Cunningham
Auto Repair

Before the game
stop by for a

502-753-6831
619 S. Ith Street • Nlitrra

tact with
Ron & Joyce Salltn
and the crew at

"Total car core from tune-ups
to major overhauls "

STOCKADE
SIRLOIN
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

Shell
753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

An in-depth automotive air conditioning
and heating service
and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly of Ro Ho.

I•

Life insurance,
that is State Auto
otters comprehensive
and atliattively-potedille ptuouctsto serve you and your family's
needs for the rest of your life.

Call Ifs Today

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT
4 !MATS AtSTO

hsciNutt
sDsnM
Garroanns
753-4451
Sq.
Crt
.
de
out

Av.
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111 1111/1 MSU International Student Day celebrated today
international students from 53 different countries attending Murray State
to realize the rest of the students and
the entire community care for the
cultural contribution they make.
The International Student Organ!-

Activities have been planned to
celebrate International Student Day at
Murray State University on Friday,
Feb. 1.
International Student Day provides
an opportunity for more than 140

Legislative Briefs

Dr.Tim Miller (seated),interim executive director of the MSU Foundation,
signs documents establishing the Jules Harcourt Scholarship. Pictured
with Dr. Miller are Dr. Harcourt and Carol Julian, coordinator of
scholarships and gift planning for the MSU Foundation.

Harcourt scholarship established

f
YS

A scholarship has been established
at Murray State University to honor
Dr. Jules Harcourt, retiring chairman
of the Department of Office Systems
and Business Education.
The scholarship is being established by friends, colleagues and
family to honor Dr. Harcourt who is
retiring as department chairman in
June after serving as chairman since
1976. He has been a member of the
Murray State community since 1968,
when he joined the faculty as associate professor in the Department of
Business Education and Office Management-. He. subsequently served
MSU as full professor in the Department of Office Systems and Business
Education from 1969 to the present, as
Associate Dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs from
1969-1974, as director of the Center
for Regional Services from 1974976, and as chairman of the Depart-

Night
1-1234 or
53-1830

you
7.

Ell

ment of Office Systems and Business
Education from 1976-1991.
Dr. Harcourt will retire as chairman
at the end of the spring semester, but
will remain on the faculty in order to
continue serving the students of MSU
and the department.
RecipienLs of the Jules Harcourt
Scholarship must be full-time students at Murray State, pursuing an
associate's or bachelor's degree in the
field of office systems or a bachelor's
degree in business education. Recipients must be entering freshmen or
transfer students who have a financial
need and the potential to succeed in
college. The minimum amount of the
scholarship will be $200.
Contributions to the scholarship
fund.can be made payable to the MSU
Foundation and sent to 500 Sparks
Hall, Murray, Ky.42071. The Foundation will serve as administrator of the
scholarship.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The compromise to delay consideration o
changes in the coal-severance tax until the 1992 General Assembly took
shape Thursday.
The Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee approved a resolution that creates a task force to study the topic in the coming months
The study approach was adopted after supporters of a bill to increase
the amount of severance tax returned to county governments acknowledged they did not have enough support to win passage during the cur
rent special session.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he was encouraged by the agreement
because it implicitly acknowledges something will be adopted in the 1992
session.
• • • •
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The incentives for Scott Paper ('o. to build
a processing plant in Daviess County passed 'their next to last hurdle in
the General Assembly on Thursday.
Without debate or discussion, the Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee approved the package unanimously.
The package includes loans, grants, credits and other items. 'the value
of the inducements is subject to some interpretation depending on whether
interest charges and similar items arc included
The bill passed the House unanimously last week and is ecpected ti
draw a similar vote in the full Senate,
• • • •
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The House on Thursday passed a bill to
outlaw vote-buying, replacing a law declared unconstitutional by the Kentucky Supreme Court last year.
The measure, House Bill 6, makes it a Class I) felony to make or of ter
to make an expenditure of "anything of value — with the intent to make a
Vote.

The House turned back :a proposal by Rep. John Harper. RShepherdsville, to spell out what is meant by "anything of value.'
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington, the hill's sponsor. said he feared that pco
pie would be challenged to find something to buy votes w ith that 'A :I
specifically outlawed.
(l1)1'
Harper's amendment was defeated along part:, I:nc,
backing it.
The bill passed 97-0 and advanced to iiiL! Sc

ord

/Ilion at the Lowry Center will
display through its windows flags
from different countries. All international students on campus will wear
1.k.hR sweat shirts with a black and red
insignia to mark their membership in
the organization.
The International Student Office
will provide speakers on Friday for
university classes interested in global
Culture for the enrichment of the
students
1 he 1991 International Buffet w ill

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS
F eebie
e ntof
n otrro
161 Im
placid
12 Diversities
01 to
14 Part
b
15 Supplications
scale
1
18
7 FNroute,
seed
20 Apparent
manifest
21 DAty
2? Wife of
Geraint
24 N V time
25 Top of head
26 Amend
28 Declared
30 Shallow
vessel
31 Cigar
residue
32 Long-running
CBS series
35 Slot

3

111 1

February: Black History Month at Murray State University

38 Poer,
39 fourlysie,
41 One of
HOME S
•
Anyele.
• Atte,rnw.,
45 Jeff In
Lloyd Bridges
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Church
dignitary
49 Danson IC)

.EN IIIIII BE AS
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NETS
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50 Dared
52 Taxes
54 dahari
5t)
by Me
DOWN
1

1-11.e:(el
‘,1;11' grit

3 Demon
4 F(rrriar Iir Arl!
5 Tour

4

I,,

12

t•

1
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17

12 Apportioned
W,irShipc.md
34 L ang step
35 Standards tr,•
perfection
36 Created
disturbance
37 Cares for
40 Goal
43 Allowance
for waste
44 Let it stand
47 Transfix
48 Gifts name
51 Astaire i0
Living
53

III
21

25
25

24

23

28

27

'

1 Cr.11ects
23 Tririsanticr,
date
25 Our
27 CorleCior
of facts
Mao.- ,n1r,

I,

1 1

22

Inc,

he held on Sunday. eb 24 at 1 p.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom. Studenb
from more than 30 countries will
prepare food and display artifacts and
clothing from their home countries.
The cost is S6.50 for non -studeiiLs, $4
for students and $3 for children under
12 and international .,-tudents. Tickets
will he sold beginning Friday and
orders can be placed with any student
wearing an International Student Organization sweat shirt or by calling
We International Programs Office at
7(12-4152 or 762-3089.

'l

29
'3'

"Reflecting on the past while striving to make a difference" is the theme
of the Black History Vonth observance at Murray Stile University
throughout February.
Several events are planned at Murray State in recognition of Black
History Month. They include:
*Feb. 4 - Distinguished African
American display in the Rocking
Chair Lounge, second floor, Curris

3-5273

Travel

,e
tvel

ay
se
Is

Blues," Curris Center Theater, 3.30
and 9 p.m.;
*Feb. 16 - Alpha Kappa Alpha
African history bowl, Hart Hall Coffeehouse, 11 a.m.;
*Feb. 17 - Kentucky State University gospel ensemble concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 3 p.m.;
. *Feb. 19 - Scholars recognition
dinner, Jerry Stanley, Curris Center
Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.;

Center, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
*Feb.8 - Unity reception, Hart Hall
Coffeehouse, 7 to 9 p.m.;
*Feb. 10 - "Black Relationships:
The Past, Present and Future," Bobby
Howard, Barkley Room, Curris Center, 7 p.m.;
*Feb. 12 - Joe Clark lecture on
education reform, Curris Center Ballroom, 7 p.m., free admission;
*Feb. 13 - Movie: "Mo Better

*Feb. 20 - "The Rise in Campus
Racism.' teleconference, Barkley
Room, Curris Center, noon to 2 p.m.,
panel discussion will follow;
*Feb. 25 - -Preparing for the
Workforce," Regina Parham, Barkley
Room, Cur-is Center, 7 p.m.;
*Feb. 26 - Delta Sigma Theta
celebrates black Americans, Hart Hall
Coffeehouse, 7 p.m.
•
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ALL INCLUDED IN OUR FEBRUARY SALE!!

34-4903

tE

-

Work
ngine

▪_ 3

•

M454794
List Price
Peppers Disc. 967.09
Fact. Reb.
500.00
Sale Price 113,98691

•

bong
ipany

M28700 °
List Price
Peppers Disc. 1,671.95
500.00
Fact. Reb.
Sale Price

i708

'
16,956°

xica, ip hiaimisiort
#100046 -

1991
Colt Vista Wagon

.9/14 ir

•

s"
.•

MA.
*

101

MIL I. LEA

a

#100127

---

Over 40

#100240

Pre-Owned Cars

Transmission - Air Conditioning - Tilt
Steering - Cruise Control - Power
Windows - Power Door Locks - Power
Seat - 50/50 Split Seat - Power Mirrors - Rear Defroster - AWFM Stereo w/Digital
Clock - Remote Trunk Release - Premium
Wheel Covers - Driver Air Bag. Too much

insurance,
State Auto
nprehensive
ilepniducib
four family's
of your life

'11,69925

318 V-8 - Automatic Transm.ssich
-Air Conditioning - Tilt - Cruise AM/FM Stereo - Chrome Bumpers
Full Size Spare - Cloth Bench
Seat - Full Carpeting - 6x9
Chrome Mirrors - 7/70 Warranty

3.3 Liter V6 - Fuel Injection - Automatic

1,4-0520

1,285.75
1.500.00

Sale Price

'11 673'

Ara!

Ttjection - 3 Speed Automatic
2.5 L.:er Transmissor. Air Conditioning - Tilt Steering
- Electronic Cruise Control - Front & Rear
Floor Vats - AM;FM Stereo w/4 Speakers Rear 2etroster - 50/50 Split Bench Seat TinteC Gass - 7, 70 Warranty- Drivers Air
Bag

P-4742a5794

List Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact. Reb.

1991
New Yorker Salon

zrtd these
're there."

Sale Price

Example
#'00021

2.5 Liter EFI - Automatic Transmission - Air
Conditioning - Rear Window Defroster - Light
Package - Power Liftgate Release - 7 Passenger
Seating - Luggage Roof Rack - Deluxe Sound
Insulation - Dual Mirrors - AM/FM Stereo - Digital
Clock - Deluxe Wheel Covers - Delay Wipers Rear Wiper/washer

M.84

0'
ST2T 544:30
List Price
Peppers Disc.
780.10
Fact. Reb.
500.00

-J

#100216

'INTER
rray

1991
Dodge Spirit

1991
Dodge D-150
Full Size Pick Up Sale

1991
Plymouth Voyager

to choose from.
A Great REMEDY
to the February
*1-IA Blahs!
1 r II

0
lq

3147385438
Peppers Disc. 2,408.92
Sale Price 91,95608

2.0 Liter - Multipoint Injection - 3 Speed
Automatic Transmission - Air Conditioning Luggage Rack - Bucket Seats wiRecliners F Roe
oar r
AM
eRreeom-oR
teem
arirW
roirpser/W.nasehar
MatsDefroster FM
DuSatl
Tinted

TI

—Glass

•

List Price

r
0

lay

Dodge

Questions
on Leasing???

RDOM
JRMAN
IcNUTT

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-748-8816
Noel N. Hatman

TM AUTO

Finance &

Lease Mgr.

Plymouth

"Whatever it takes,
,
we want to be your car & truck company"

Uodgerwits !La.

PEPPERS

2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816

COMIX107116

Legal Murnho Jumbo All prices are plus tax. title, license and doe fee after rebate.

753-4451

Ask For...
Jeep

Ride

Rick Searcy
J.R. Willoughby
Danny Hart
Jeb Medley
it.,-

44:
• •
411 fiti'

-

j

•

:
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Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky.Callow ay Cucuit Court William S Ellis and
Cuidy R Ellis. husband and wife. Plaintiff, versus, Charles E Taylor and Mary
A Taylor, husband and wife, and Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank.
Defendant
Case No. 90-CI-290
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the January II Tenn thereof 1991, in the above cause, for the sum of
ELEVEN THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED THIRTY THREE AND 06/100
DOLLARS together with accrued interest thereon from the first day of
November, 1990, at the rate of 9112% per annum until judgment and with interest
thereafter the legal rate until paid AND the sum of ONE THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED SEVENTY AND 55/100 DOLLARS together with accrued interest
thereon from the first day of September, 1990, at the rate of 10% per annum until
judgment and with interest thereafter at the lawful rate until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd day of
February. 1991. at Noon,or thereatx.no, upon a credit of thirty days at the rate of
12% per annum, the following described property. to wit
Beginrung at an iron stake on the North right of way of Kline Boat Dock
Road. corner to Kentucky Lake Development Corporation, the Southwest
corner of the parcel herein conveyed. thence North 3° 07'04" 263 47 feet to a
stake, thence South 80°08 9" East 35.50 feet to a stake, thence South 86° 38
40" East 165 50 feet to a stake. thence South 3° 2,540' East to a stake on the
North right of way of Kline Boat Dock Road. thence west parallel with
Blacktop Road to the point of beginning
For a more complete description of the land herein conveyed.see Plat Book 3.
Page 51, and Plat Book 3, Page 73. which is the survey and plat by Roy E
Rudolph and Associates. said land herein conveyed is that portion not
purchased or subdivided by Smithwtxxi Kentucky Lake Development
Corporation and lying North of Kline Boat Dock Road
PURCHASER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO ASSUME AND PAY ALL
REAL PROPERTY TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1991 AND
SUBSEQUENT YEARS
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities. beanng legal interest from the date of sale, until paid and having the
force and effect of a judgment Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms
Jean Miller, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This tract contains 0.3770 acres and is all of that property not heretofore
conveyed by deed of record to Truman and Vila Turner, but which
contains the dwelling and real property that has been possessed since 1884
by Turner and/or their predecessors.
This description was prepared by Valdis Lapsins, Assostatet, registered
surveyor,
This action was brought because the Plaintiffs deed to the tiroperty did not
adequately descnbe the above property. However, the Plaintiff claims that she
Old her husband have possessed the property as their own since 1939, and have
paid all property taxes during the time of their ownership
Any person who believes they have a legal or equitable claim to all or a
portion of the above-described property must file their claim into the Court and
to Plaintiffs attorney within 30 days of this notice. Attorney Rick Lanikin has
been appointed by the Court to notify Jennings Turner and his heirs, and T J.
Nix and his heirs of this action Jennings Turner and T.1 Nix are named as
Defendants in this action because they were prior owners of the subject
property. A plat of the subject property is available for inspection at the law
office of C. Mark Blankenship. 204 South Sixth Street, Murray; Kentucky
42071
C MARK BLANKENSHIP,
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age
Our most popular Ma
Jot Medical Policy of
fers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
tales For free infor
Matson call:

Jerry McConnefi
Insurance 753-4199
'b_ us.. dam mrInca•

020
Notice

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

.RGAINS
\LI\IITED

zlf

JUST A
REMINDER

.XII Brand,

For your ordering ,.
convenience we
accept all major
,
i. credit cards.

t

AUDITIONS for Back
Street Station beginning ft Gene & Jo's
Feb 2 Audibons for talent
to have the opportunity to I) Florist
perform for Back Street
S. 4th Murray. ,;.af
Station in future shows
753-4320
The finaksts will compete
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I:lea Market
Extravaganza
Clothes, tools, furniture
equipment, household turn
ishings arid 410121)4x
glassware, jewelry, toys,
books, records, school sup
plies, mix
Just in large selection of
baby and children's clothes
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Situation
Wanted
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expen
once References supplied
435 4146

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
is now offering
Hallfield
frames.
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-8809

INI14

SIII•

090

•

VOWELL &
SON INC.

.

—

r-44r' gm/
Qurr

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1911 Camaro RS. loaded
1143445 5312 30 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
•aLis Tax, Tills & License
tit Ito Closed End Leas*

LIVE-IN caregiver for an
elderly lady Experienced
have references
901 232 8693 or 753 0105
ask for.Patricia or Margaret
WILL babysit in my home
Mon Fri 753 9826

OMCE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on

LEARN how to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative appointment phone
753 2607 or 753 1036

5th St.

Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

INSTRUCTION
*---r
001'5 SUBJECT TC PAY
OuR 50,
CAT OwNER5 wriOSE civES
*RE 114 CON61AN1 TORMENT

LEARN TO ORIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
SAP' T HI* .E••
•
wry., WIT •
Nif h
E•
DAMON ”.

Pea
l

1-800-334-1203
cilltv.5

110

Want
To Buy
LOST gold nugget bracele
in Racer Arena or between
Racer Arena and Olive
Blvd 753 6526 Reward

ALLIANCE

11

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7512 each We will
remove 527 9063

LOST near Memorial Bap
list Church Long haired
black Calico cat Female
answers to Travis Family
per purple collar Reward
753 5368 759 1154

USED and antique furni
lure glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

7ON'T REA D ME ALL
THE FAG'S AND PoGL1RES,

teeof &ET To THE

What's as easy as

A/HATS THE 30T"Q*
LINE?r.^,r.C,

,

costs only :
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- a day,
-..ge..
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in classified, that's what!

'.ANC

,Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

•••

This makes 3 winters
used Crosswind is
one of the best
753-1489 days or
753-6728 attar 6 p.m.

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758

4 POSTER waterbed
queen size with heater.
2yrs old $250 753-2558
after 6pm
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach/gray/white twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels 515 30in
avocado electric stove
good condition, $75
759-1293 after 5 30pm

QUEEN size waterbed
753 0626

GOOD solid firewood Next
day delivery James Sills
753 4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745
21f.
Miscellaneous
1978 580C CASE backhoe
excellent condition 1932
Oldsmobile, 4 door sedan,
antique wood cook stove,
other misc antiques
474 2774 after 5pm
C/A paintball guns wide
variety, from beginners to
tournament quality
753 8604 Les 753 0626
Kevin
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray, Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons otter silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

BUSINESS card spec.aI
1.000 one color ini• busi
ness cards only $20 . two
color only $24 JHC Adver
tising 8 Supply call
759 1602
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience
'Accident *Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800-248 4319
)
WANT a faster refund'
Why pay more for elec
tronic filing') Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759 1425
260
T V.
Radio
STEREO AM FM console
mediterranean style ca
binet
Reasonable
753-5295
270

190
Farm
• Equipment
861 FORD Massey Fergu
son pickup disc 753 5463
753 0144
FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber, excellent condition
$3150 753 1788
2111

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1971 HOME TTE 12x60
2br Call after 5pm
492 8754
4 BEDROOMS 1991 Model
fully furnished 2 large bath's,
modem kitchen, only $198.00
per mu 0.1IC Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79E Pans, TN
644(X)12, I 800-533-3568

"GOOD used home" 1973
12,160 2 bedroom $2,995,00
A lA Firewood Seasoned Delivered to your lot Keith
$25
delivered
oak
Baker Homes Hwy 79F., Paris,
492 8254
6 4 4 00 1 2
N
FIREWOOD Seasoned or 1,-800-533-3568.
green $30/rick delivered -"SPECIAL" I2x50 Mobilc
474 2318
I lome $950.80 Good for storFIREWOOD for stove and age or nxam addition. Keith
furnace Seasoned and Baker !lorries II \ay 79E Paris,
TN.644-0012,
greenwood Cut to your or
1 843-533-3568.
der 753 9808 474 8086

Firewood

••••

We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates. ben
efits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE 6.ffimpanies.
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies

in yot4

much fun as a

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

A
causes your 1
10 to u
puts

WOOS SIMI=
FORMS

COUCH and loveseat
earthtone colors Good
condition $90 759 1233

$160.00 per month.

1-41

Articles
For Sale

APPLE IIE newest software Great for household
budget or educational
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a lob? A needs $500 753 8802
GED/ Hope for the future) 753 9761 evenings
You may qualify if 'You do APPLE IIE computer en
not have your GED or high hanced 2 disk drives color
school diploma 'You are monitor, loaded with soft
between the ages of 16 8 ware Priced to sell
21 We are an E 0 E This 436 2858
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private C ITOH pro writer Jr 9 pen
Industry Council JTPA printer Excellent condition
Call JTPA Out Of School 753-2527 after 5pm
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
FORMAL gown, fushia and
Barn 11 30a m
silver sequins, size 6 Worn
PAINTERS must have once 489 2981
2yrs or more experience FORMAL white wedding
Steady work Apply at gown, size 7 437-4742
Black's Decorating Center
701S 4th St Murray or call GOLF Cart 3 wheel E Z
Go with top good condi
753 0839
lion $325 Call after 5pm
REGISTERED NURSES
759 9564
The Purchase District
MILLIONAIRES MIL.
Department
has
Health
public health nurse acan LIONAIRES PANG.
cies in McCracken Cello BURN'S CANDY LS BACK
way and Graves Counties IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Challenging openings exist Safe''IPharmacy
also for registered nurses
PROM dress Size 7,8/9
to provide communicable
royal blue long, sequins
disease SONICeS through
Worn once 759 1988 after
- out the area Several posi
5pm
bons offer an opportunity to
supervise others coordi- SPA for sale 753 3488 at
nate efforts of several ter 6pm
nurses, or to work indepen
dently with little direct SUNTAN booth 753 3488
supervision Generous TANDY 1000TX, 640K
fringe benefits and hols 2720K drives 20 meg hard
days 10% salary increase drive, mouse DMP 132
in first year of employment printer. CM 11 Color moni
Salary based on education, tor, IBM compatible $1200
experience and level of re 759 4919 after 6pm
sportsibility Full time and
alternate work schedules USED 135sq yd used c.ar
will be considered Tran
pet 753 6349
scripts and completed ap
pfications required Re
surnes cannot substitute for
155
applications which may be
secured at any Health CenAppliances
ter For more information
contact Sharon Godec GOOD Maytag dryer
Nursing Director, at 437 4533
or
502 444 9625
161
247 1490 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Homo
Fumlarkes
UP to $15 hour processing
mail *veekly check guaran 2 PlEcE Cresline ken
teed Free details, write groom suite earthtones,
SD 12610 Central Suite Ike new, $325 and other
255 TKY Chino CA 91710 articles 753 4716

Beginning at a point located 30' south of the centerline of Kentucky
Highway 121 and 222.09 east of the centerline of Snow Road. said point
being the northwest corner of the tract described herein. thence; from said
point of beginning 30'from and parallel to the centerline of said Highway
121, south 8° 00 08"east 142.38' to a 112" diameter rehar at the northwest
corner of the Fred Broach Property; thence, with said Broach's line south
5° 1033" west 112.59' to the corner of the Vila Turner Property described,
in Deed Book 97,Page 437. thence, with said Turner's north line north 85°
53' 53" west 132.67' to the northwest corner of said Turner traLl and the
southwest corner of the first lot sold to T.1 Nix by Wrathers (see l)eed
1/1. 20- east 127 38' to the point of
Boo
begiknning
Y. Page 379 thence, north

SON OR DAUNTIM
AGE 11?

`Qv AN T ,-1.4\iE A
VE2i Noi*CUL D'.5C6/55tON
•-= 7 BECAUSE BC'S
Ato(7.41N6
- •

FOR complete home busi
ness opportunities send
SASE and 5.300 to P0
Box 6029 Murray. Ky
42071

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the ('onununity of
Coldwater. County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a part of the
East half of the Southeast Quarter, Section 8. Township 2, Range East
and being further described as follows

Nodes

Look at mos.two rflaCh0 idiots.
They rtaven t
taken a sing* drink in days — lust to we which one
ends up under the table

DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have own
vehicle and proof of insur
ance Apply in person at
Dominoes Pizza

LE(;AL NW It F
A legal action has been filed in Callow ay Cu(oit Court, styled -TURNER
VS.TURNER. ET AL" Civil Action No 91 CI 005, by Vila Turner. surviving
spouse of Truman Turner to quiet title to the following real property located in
Coldwater. Kentucky

4IM

150

Nois
Wanted

Legal
holies

LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUIllES

6 companies
4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell753-4199
Insurance Agency
HopkineviLle Federal flaw. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. By
"Our 29th year of service"

/ h•

I.
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Ernes

270

Ps/

10

CLASSIFIEDS

for

rewood Next
James Sills

Real
Estate

rent" $136.50 Wit
y you your "own 19•11
bedroom horne furnished, de
livered and setup Keith Baker
flumes Ilavy 79k Pans, 'IN
644 0012, I MO Sit 156$

NEW 2br duplex Ap
phances, energy efficient.
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

KOPPERUD REALTY of
furs a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
toll free
753 1222
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Mews

kSE backhoe
idition 1932
door sedan
cook stove,
antiques
it 5pm

2BR with appliances. wa
ter, lawn maintenance turn
ishod Edge of town Cole
man RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

guns wide
beginners to
t quality
S 753 0626

RS COINS
is and proof
t THE BOOK
ay, Dixieland
iter Our fine
is also avail
TREASURE
array (South
Center) and
(E ANTIQUE
'el All 3 loca
?r dollars and
ill line of U S
ign coins and
Discounts
nrough Janu
so buy coins
,e estates

build
irts at $1095
150, 12x24
sizes avail
)rtable Build
7831

Drage

Business
Rentals
5 CAR clean up shop Of
lice and 2 baths Air corn
pressor Corner 4th and
Glendale Rd $450 mo
753 4389 or 753 5960
compie ,
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat rir
ample parking suount,
system $550 per mo Cc'
tact Kopperud Rout,
753 1222 or 753 3372
320
Apartments
For Rent
182BR nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
5 30pm
1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
ished 753 6148 after
5 30pm
2BR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109
2BR duplex Northwood
$350 rrio 759 4406

leaf

ices

ard special
dor ink busi
$20 two
JHC Adver
apply call

stigator with
and state inexperience
'mina! 'Civil
r Corporate
rsons Your
aecaalty Call
ivestigations

ers Author
or sales set
parts and
Local corn
)0-248 4319

:ter refund'7
ire for elec
Our prices
I Call Hodge.
;ociates. the
dessionals at
759 1425

r.

FM console
n style ca
3 s on a bl e

-Be
or Salo
TTE 12x60
tfter 5pm

1991 Model
2 large bath's,
, only $198.00
Keith Baker
)E Pans, TN
0-533 356X
home" 1973
rim $2,995.00
.itir lot Keith
wy 79E Paris.
4 4 00 1 2 ,
2x50 7v1ohile
Good for stor
Jdition. Keith
wy 79E Pans,
4 4 - 00 1 2 ,

LNCE?
mpanles
es, ben

ampanies
ampantes
anipanete__
ampantes
ampanies
Dmpanles
Dmpanies

ed any of
9 people
us and

iency

2BR duplex 411 N
Murray 492 8225

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530
QUIET spacious country
living 2br duplex with car
port 2 miles out 94W
753 7951

le 753 9745

e"

E:11 caervices

Apartments
For Rent

5th

2F3F-4 duplex in Northwood
$295 mo 759-4406
28R duplex $300rmo De
posit required Q.; et area
753 9240
.2BR duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighbor
hood $310 mo 759 4406
28R driplex apartment in
quiet res.clirritral neighbor
hood near university Ideal
for couple or retred person
$275 rho 753 8096 or
753.2633
28R water furnished ap
pliances furnished
753 0087 after 5pm
DUPLEX 2br appliances
redecorated Lease dope
Sit no pets 1802/, A Mon
roe Avenue 1 527 7382
DUPLEX for 2 redecorated
Near hospital Stove re
frigerator and ut;l:ties turn
.shed No pets $350
753 1987
DUPLEX with country at
mosphere 3br 2 bath carpet lots of marble and tile
Private yard concrete
driveway wood deck Next
to 121 By Pass Shown by
appointment 753 9400 or
435 4214
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central H A appliances
furnished Very clean Col
(amen RE 753-9898
LEASE Clean, small 2br
with apapartment
pliances Close to post of
fice, park, college Avail,
able immediately
489-2741

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or cal.
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113 EHO
TWO 2br duplex apart
ments Real nice 1 $350. 1
with double car garage
$400 753 4389 753 5960
WANTED male roommate
to share new 3br apartment
close to university
$120.mo water included
Non smoker 753 8477

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wit
son 753 3263

987 GRAN AM LE 2 door,
black psipb bit air stereo
cassette 759 4831
1987 TRANS Am GTA
White/gold fully loaded
44.000 miles, extra sharp
Mornings 753 1442 after
11am 759 4137
1988 CAPRICE Classic
Loaded V 6 80,000 miles
55500 437 4383

Used
Trueks
2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 753-3293
after 6pm
BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central HA Of
fered at an affordable price
$40s A must to see Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
FOR sale or lease 3br 2
bath condominium
753 3293 alter 6pm

ROOM with private bath
room furnished, basic
cable kitchen and W.D
share. $200;mo and
utilities References and
$150 deposit required Call
753 1826
SCE E PING room Ref riger
ator in hall Private err
trance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753 6609

ATTRACTIVE 3lar, 2 bath
brick ranch home, in quiet
residential neighborhood
Owner being transferred
and anxious to sell Priced
in mid 550's Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111 N. 12111

Nt

OPEN HOUSE
Houses
For Rent

SUNDAY

1969 FORD". lOnpockup.
400 engine with C 6 trans
misson $500 OBO
753 6619
1970 CHEVELLE $1250
1998 Frard Ranger pickup
$7900 1966 Ford pickup
$100 down 4928884
1977 CHEVY 4x4 1974
International 1811 grain bed
tandem, 1968 Chevrolet
pickup 435 4301
1977 FORD truck 6 cylinder, 3 speed $1200 0130
759-1886
1979 CJ5 Jeep to built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820
1987 DODGE Dakota V6
automatic shortbed no
ac $3650 753-6215
1988 CHEVY S10 white, 5
speed, low miles
753 7027
1990 JEEP Comanche
-sport truck 4000 miles,
black, $9000 436 5808

2-4
520
Boats
Motors

2BR recently remodeled
Washerdryer hookup Air
condition electric heat De
posit and references re
quired 753 4729
NEWLY rerriodelrd large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Ap
pliances floored upstairs
Good location Coleman
fIF 753 Or',7,3

2307 WOODCATE
I sea utive him,' Qualm
features. great derea hd 2 k
'baths gdrage Reduced I,
5111k iree 75e eon

HOUSEBOAT good condi
tion 32ftx1Oft 100hp Evin
rude complete kitchen,
toilet and shower, sleeps 4
$3800 436 5811

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair
Buy-Sell or Trade
Consignment Sales

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

1A0
Pets
& Supplies
AKC puppies various
,reeds Shift t,zu, Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355
AKC Registered Yorkshite
Terrier Very small 5mo old
female bas had most shots
$100 753-6593 after 5pm
759 4187
ESKIMO Spitz puppies.
purebred Only $25 each
753 4667
SHIN TZU AKC puppies
Ready now First shots and
Beauties
wormed
522 8607, 522 8637

Used Boats Motors
Trailers Salvage Parts

4130
Auto
Servk es

Service Work
Guaranteed

ALL auto repair 753 4314

1 mile from Murray
on 94 E

NEW arid used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

Public
Sale

"The Big Sale"
We have everyth.ing from
fLirnitJre to shoes Clothes
XL, L. N, S Babies and
tots Dshes, pots, pens,
glasses, toys, stuffed animals, wagon wheel light.
litfeiewelry
Sale Stets 11' 2' 22 24

Southside Manor
Apt. E 3 Inside
759-9449
ti you get lost call

AUCTION
Saturday, Feb. 2, 1991: 10 a.m.
LOCATION: Across from Fleming Furniture on
Main Street, Benton, KentUcky. In the Marshall
County Bestway Grocery Building...This is a
Complete Liquidation of Neal's New and Used
Furniture in Benton, Kentucky.
FURNITURE INVENTORY
*** At Least in (10) New Living Room Suites * At
Least Six(6)Used Living Room Suites* Corner Cabinet*
End Tables *Coffee Tables *New Kenmore Washer and
Dryer * Used Gibson Dryer * Console Color TV *
Wesunghouse Dishwasher * Brass Vanities*Two(2)Old
Refngenuors * Air Conditioner * Old Coca-Cola Drink
Box * Bedding * New and Used Wooden Vanities *
Cherry Dyeing Table and Sur (6)('baits * Four (4) Bar
Stouts * Day Bed, Brass * Blue Winghack Chairs * Two
(2) Hide a-beds * Floor Fan * Larrip and End 1 able *
Wood Vanity *Computer Desk and Shelves* Brass Touch
lone lamp * Kitchen Table and Six (6) Chairs * New
()Luskin:1 Chen * New Fxchners * Bicycle * Metal
Shelves * Fixtures *** And Much, Much NrSoiel

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: There is More Mer•
'Cluindise Not Listed;so don't-MI-SS THTS SAill COMPUTE LIQUIDATION - CAR INVENTORY
• White 1979 T Bind • Red 1979 T-Bird • 1970 Chevy Pickup • 1970 Ford Pick up • 1980 Dodge 2-Dr. Mira& • 1974
Red Ford F1(X),Sharp Pick'up• 1987 Grand Marquis, Black
*** Neal Starks Used Cars located at 327 North Main
Street., Benton, Kentucky, will sell be in the Used Car
Business just selling at Auction, sorne excess InventoryFor More Information Call (502) 527-2820

Sale Conducted by:

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
401 East 8th Street • Benton,Kentucky 42025
Phone (502) 527.2044
Charles Hatchet, Broker & Auctloaser
* 'Sot rwronslaki for outfields *

Semites
Offered

502-753-0079

A 1 STUMP Removal arid
Spraying Lawns trees
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
rooting concrete drive
ways, painting. mainte
nance. etc Free estimates
489 2303

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Cull Gary at
759 4754
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

PASCHALL and Sykes dry
wall finishing New homes
remodeling patch work or
additions 489 2376 or
753 6902

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 malor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
piano° Works 753 2455

GENERAL Repair plumb
Ing roofing tree work
436 2642

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years capon
ence Bobby Hopper
436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664
BUILDER, new homes,
garages, additions remodeling, framing decks, pa
bos, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bob
bets 759-1247 leave
message
CHIM Chim Chimney
. s, L I
Sweeps has lOrr,c4
len disaounis We sell ,hirn
ney caps and screen,
435-4191
COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and &C 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
merctal continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

Services
Offered
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repair_
$35. all brands 3rd Strni?,
Almo, Open 912 ' 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
h41)1 aerial trucks arid brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day Of nue, 753 5484

NEW homes, remodeling
pole barns, decks outbuild
ings brick and masonry
work 759 1039 after 4pm
Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200

WILL do plumbing All g
anteed 435 4169

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210'1212 Marr7
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

Free
Column
FREE to good h:Jme 7
week old puppies Cocker
Spaniel mix 1 girl 1 boy
101 7536619

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
. C.,
crete Free estimatr-,
474 2307
ROGER
ing, gravel, sari,:
753
way rock
753-6763

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

r

4' 1

STALLONS
mg 474 8064

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

HAULING yard work, trei
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683

'Drop by 8 see our showroom
4o9 S
M,471.4A1 113•41,i
9,Harl

S

STEWART'S Y-1,1
trash and garbage ;.
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing. wallpaper carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

S

All Types Of Custom Woodworking

"rt ‘.44-

FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITY
You could be the owner/operator of a
new Midas Muffler 8, Brake Shop
in Murray, KY.

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
r
Save or.11-ih-sr..
and coo.
753 23'
KITCHEN CABINET
MODELING with wOOD
grain formica all ccicrs
Free estimates Wulff s R.
;
covery. Murray
A LICENSED
•
contractor JAMES C
LIMORE ELECTRIC C.,'
mercial and residential fa' •
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

lours-cells
BR AKL—'

LINDA S Cleaning Service
woull like to clean more
offees Currently
the Murray area 436 2=

Call or write:
1-800-327-0224
Richard C. Pope
National Director
Franchise Development
Midas International
225 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 11 60601-7601

MAO S Errand Service of
fers housesittirg, grocery
shopping postal and bank
mg needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 Reference
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

A65

Auto
Parts
HEADACHE rack and rails
bedliner, small Dodge or
Mitsubishi truck AM/FM ra
do and speakers, 14 wheel covers 436-2825
490

Ain

530

Offered

sale

or sale Also
436 2562

13Idg.

Murray Ledger & Times

,130

320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

15

PAGE

Used
Cars
1972 SUPER Beetle $550
•
759 4822
1973 FORD Maverick 4
door, one owner, low mi
leage $800 753 0463 after 6pm
1978 LINCOLN Continental $1300 436 2102. ask
for Luke
1978 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency 4 door, very good
condition $950 436-5846
or 753-5077
1979 AUDI Fox 2 door,
power brakes, front wheel
drive 4 speed, sunroof, air
and heat $300 753-8225
after 5pm
1979 CADILLAC Biarritz 2
owner, new tires, stainless
steel top like new condi
tion Local car"' low miles
Call 436 2427
1979 CHRYSLER New
Yorker runs good $550
753 93.37 after 5pm
1979 FORD Granada 4
door 302 engine C-4 transmission Has a manufactured re built motor (Ap
prox 12.000 miles) and
transmission (approx 8000
miles) asking $950 OBO
753 6619

;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life.;
•
With their picture and a special message in the paper on Valentine's Day!

V

V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V

C>kok

4

Our Valentine,
Kurt Tabers
Love,
Mom and Dad

CD
+

V
V
V
V
V

•

•
a.

V

0140+

Craig Love you bunches'
Karcr,
01

John Hugs and Kisses
to You!
Love,
Susan

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
than Marunes)';along with'a stamped,-self u-dd-ressed envelope Mr the ret urn ofthe
original photo.

. 83 -Ca-UT-LA-S-9 -Sue,
14
blue on blue less than
70,000 actual miles $1900
753-8477

Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.

1985 TOYOTA Celica GT,
one owner 70K miles
759 1401
loaded
759 1515

1987 CELEBRITY stationwagon, V-6, auto, sic
cruise, blt 3rd NMI. fight
blue, AM/FM tape deck
753 2558 after 6pm

Carson Happy
Valentine's Day'
Love, Big SO
Barclay

a.
a.
a.

V

1982 LEBARON 1 owner
real nice. $1550, 1984 Pontiac Fiero, nice, $1925.
1985 Cutlass Supreme
Broughm loaded, very nice,
$3825. 1988 Firebird
sharp. $5500, 1982 Eldorado. very nice $2475
492 8884

1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
roof. gold. 5-speed, sport
$6100
package
759 9568 762 3378 leave
message

•

the

V
IF

•

V
V
V
;
V
V
V
V

urray eciger oc I limes;
Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

V
IP
IF

a
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Test tube experiments
find AIDS suppressor

OBITUARIES
Jimmy
Ray Leach

"t

J.C. Henderson

Funeral rites for Jimmy Ray
Leach will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. John Hicks and John
Mays will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve Elkins.
Hays Shepard. Larry Nlyers, E.B.
FL:7),nel' Gary Mitchuson and Eddie
E• •
follow in Stewart
u
Fr.;T,d. mas call at the funeral
borne after
p.m today (Friday )
Mr Lea,..h. 39 of Dexter, died
m a: Lourdes
7L.
Mrs
La,h. one daught. .17'4.1 one son.
a: home; his
I-'7‘.nth:a Leach. Dex •
\
r

Kentucky News
In Brief

J.C. Henderson, 41, of 1210
Melrose, Murray. died Thursday at
11:48 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His death from
natural causes followed a short
illness.
He was an employee of Emerson
Electric Company, Paris, Tenn..
and a member of First Assembly of
God at Mayfield. He was a 1967
graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1972 graduate of
Murray State University.
Born May 15, 1949, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Leon

Mrs. Sally Boyd
The funeral for Mrs. Sally Boyd
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield The
Res Bill Tate and James Shockley
are officiating.
Pallbearers are Harry Walker.
Marshall Galloway, Sam Cook,
Ruple Hendon. William Martin
Boyd and Jeffery Howard.
Burial will follow in Burnett.%

Mrs. Marsha Phillips Estes
Samantha Louise Estes
Evan Scott Estes

P

school nearly
dollars. the
den: said Fr.day
Saran Ernst Darnell was Ine
,•,f Cos mg:on at:orney
Prow Ernst. who also
•Aas :he Kon:u..ky's first Republi..n, S s.:nator Mrs. Darnell died
.n isror„ N C
f.).‘ens. president of the

.ncr. 7::t:S tor Mrs Mars. Pt.,1ps Estes. 33. and net' two
.dren. Samantha Louise Es
and Esan Scot: Estes. 4. v... -c
Saturday a: 1 a rr, in the chapel of
F:lhc\:k and Cann Funeral Home,
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Test
Henderson and Pauline Byers tube experiments show that gluHenderson.
tathione, a natural molecule that
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. helps keep cells healthy, is a potent
Jackie Futrell Henderson, to whom suppressor of the virus that causes
he was married on May 19, 1972: AIDS.
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
In a study to be published SunHenderson. Rt. 2, Murray: one sis- day in the Proceedings of the
ter. Ms. June Ann Jones, Almo.
National Academy of Science,
Services will be Saturday at 2 researchers report that two forms of
m in the chapel of Blalock - glutathione and a compound that
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev_
includes one of the amino acids in
Carey Puckett will officiate.
glutathione are all able to block the
Burial ,will follow in Murray
replication of the human immuMemorial Gardens.
nodeficiency virus, or HIV, which
Friends may call at the funeral
causes AIDS.
home after 6 p m. tonight (Friday)
Dr. Alton Meister, chairman of
the department of biochemistry at
Cornell University Medical College
in New York and a co-author of the
study, said Thursday that the test
Chapel Church Cemetery.
tube experiments showed such
Mrs. Boyd, 98. of Sedalia, died
promise that clinical studies using
Wednesday at 12:40 p.m. at RiverAIDS patients are being organized.
front Terrace, Paducah.
In the experiments, glutathioneSurvivors include one daughter, related compounds were able to
block up to 90 percent of the
Mrs. Ann Cook, and one son, Fred
Boyd, both of Mayfield; three spread of the AIDS virus. Meister
grandchildren: three great- said.
"The reduction of virus producgrandchildren
tion was proportional to the amount
of (glutathione)," he said. "It is
essentially. a straightforward effect.
The effect is dose-deRendent."
Meister and researchers at the
National Institutes of Health tested
the effects of glutathione against
AIDS after researchers noticed that
people infected with the virus had
member of Oak Valley Church of very little of the natural
peptide.
Christ.
"People with AIDS seem to
The mother is survived by. her have much lower levels," he said.
husband, Johnny Estes; one daught- "It could be they are prevented by.
er, Wends Estes; one son, Justin the virus from making more, or it
Allen Jones. her mother, Mrs. could be that in an AIDS infection
Glenda Phillips. her grandmother. it is being used up."
The idea of the study, said MeisMrs. Louise Hicks; one sister. Mrs.
ter.
was to find out if correcting the
Sue Roberts; and one brother.
level of glutathione in the blood
Dasid Phillips. all .of Benton.
would affect the spread of HIV in
The children are survived hy the body. Also, he said, it is known
their father, sister. and brother; that glutathione plays an important.
grandparents. Mrs. Glenda Phillips, but still undefined, role in the
Benton, and Erskin and Juanita immune system.
Estes, Hardin. great-grandmothers.
To test the concept, the researchMrs Louise Hicks, Benton. and
used a nurtured colony of
ers
Alice Cox, Coleman. Ala.
human cells, called the Ul cell
line, that has a low level of HIV
infection.
"These are human cells that normally produce only a little virus,"
said Meister. "But you can stimu— late the cells and then they produce
Knox are making less "stupid mis- a lot more."
takes" on the M -1/A-Is than they
The researchers used three types
were prior to the outbreak of war. of compounds that stimulated the
"The students that come in .are
taking things. in a lot more than
before." Flood said.
Capt. Tony Shafer, the operating
officer for the advanced course for
armor officers, said his students
watch the Cable -News Network at
every break.
"They know they could leave
here -- and a lot of them will leave
here and go to Desert Storm." he
said. "They're professionals and
they take it seriously."
Indeed. Crites' class would have
been the dream come true for an
average public-school teacher. The
students volunteered to answer
questions and had obviously studied the- material.
On the Wall behind them, a pester showed a soldier's face and
warned: "Remember everything
you plan and write must be executed by this man. He and his buddies will be the first to pay for your
mistakes. Do your job well
futures depend on it

,
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Counts
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n:s.a!: at the funeral
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Tank simulators at Fort Knox
turn from fun to serious business
„ •
• ...L.:nit-nes:I :rorn
...:n :he P7C -

FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP)
one big difference between
simulated tank battles soldiers
..: Fort Knox fight and the tank
warfare in the Persian Gulf. as 2nd
Lt. Stephen Waskey secs it.
If you get killed here. you just
get out of the simulator." Waskey
said 'if you get killed in Saudi
don't walk out."
-" ation has turned from
to serious business since news
of :he tank warfare has hit. Fort
Knox soldiers said
In. peacetime, steering "tanks"
throL.gh computer-generated land would all be fun and
Waskey said.
,.eek l2 Marines died in
„
Iraqi armored forces
.7 trie Persian Gulf.
The war hangs heavy over the
t.assrooms and training fields and
,..mulated. tanks of Fort Knox 's
Armor Schoo

F

World ever.: supply handy
.,arnpies for use in class. Capt.
l.:rrt Crites used the original
:..p,oyments :0 Saudi Arabia as an
371p!C of the way defens.se
can bay
In a room next door. ario:ricr
::7..yup of soldiers. intluding several
-.t.dents from foreign armies, pracmoving tanks around a. small
-.and box
On any given day. about .5,000
soldiers are in training at Fort
Knox, rangftig from basic boot
camp to advanced training for commanders. Most of the advanced
nstruction focuses on tanks.
Our load has really increased."
,d Staff Sgt. Thomas Smith, an
.nstructor. He said more soldiers
are coming in not only to train on
the system but to brush up on their
skil,s
Staff Sgt. Keith Flood said the
90 Marines he instructs at Fort

.NEP

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
'

Charles Jenkins

cells to produce high levels of
HIV.
Next, they added the three compounds related to glutathione.
One W as the natural glutathione,
a peptide made up of three amino
acids. The second was glutathione
ester, which is the natural molecule
with the addition of ethyl alcohol.
The third compound was Nacetylcysteine, a chemical combination that includes one of the amino acids, cystine. which is in
glutathione.
The study' was designed to see
which of the three compounds
worked best.
When the researchers checked
for the replication of HIV, said
Meister, "the amount Of virus was
greatly cut down" and all three of
the compounds worked equally
well.
Meister said the experiment does
not mean that AIDS is simply' the
result of a glutathione deficiency' or
that the compound by itself would
control the HIV virus. But he said
it is clear that glutathione deficiency' may be a contributing factor to
the spread of AIDS. Just how the
peptide suppresses the virus, he
said, is not known.
Glutathiope, a combination of
the amino acids cystme, glutamic
acid and glycine, is vital to healthy
cell function, said Meister. In addition to promoting the immune system, the researcher said glutathione
defends the cells against toxics.
such as heavy metals or excess
oxygen. The peptide also adds
metabolism in cells and protects
the health of the cell membrane.
Meister said his co-authors at the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases at the NHL
plan to organize a clinical tri,) •
which glutathione-like
in a safe formulation and .'
would be tested on AIDS
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Capsule
Summary

.as been esbmated that as many
as 50% of prescribed medicines
are not taken correctly, and approximately 25% of hosptalizabons
of older people are due to misuse of
prescription drugs Poor communication betweepipatient and professional is theltTbst Common problem. leading to taking of drugs at
the wrong time, taking more than
are prescribed, stoppno them too
ron, and never getting prescnpbons filled Other problems include
not understanding why the drug is
being prescribed and the patient
not telling the doctor about any
other medicabons he or she currently is taking -- John Hopkins
Medical Letter (January)

PrIcas as of 10:00 AM
---------.,— .-------.... 7.%)

(

Walter's Pharmacy

— Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
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